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ABSTRACT

Terrestrial robots must be capable of negotiating rough terrain if they are to become
autonomous outside of the lab. Although the control mechanism offered by wheels is attractive in
its simplicity, any wheeled system is confined to relatively flat terrain. Wheels will also only ever
be useful for rolling, while limbs observed in nature are highly multimodal. The robust locomotive
utility of legs is evidenced by the many animals that walk, run, jump, swim, and climb in a world
full of challenging terrain.
On the other hand, legs with multiple degrees of freedom (DoF) require much more complex
control and precise sensing than wheels. Legged robotic systems are easily hampered by sensor
noise and bulky control loops that prohibit the high-speed adaptation to external perturbations
necessary for dynamic stability in real time. Low sensor bandwidth can limit the system’s reaction
time to external perturbations. It is also often necessary to filter sensor data, which introduces
significant delays in the control loop. In addition, state estimation is often relied upon in order to
compute active stabilizing responses. State estimation requires accurate sensor data, often involving
filtering, and can involve additional nontrivial computation such as the pseudo-inversion of fullbody Jacobians. This perception portion of the control burden is all incurred before a response can
be planned and executed. These delays can prevent a system from executing a corrective response
before instability leads to failure. The present work presents an approach to legged system design
and control that reduces both the perception and planning aspects of the online control burden.
A commonly accepted design goal in robotics is to accomplish a task with the fewest possible
DoF in order to tighten the control loop and avoid the curse of dimensionality. However, animals
control many DoF in a manner that adapts to external perturbations faster than can be explained
by efferent neural control. The passive mechanics of segmented animal limbs are capable of rejecting

x

unexpected disturbances without the supervision of an active controller. By simulating biomimetic
limbs, we can learn more about this preflexive response, how the properties of segmented biological
limbs foster self-stable passive mechanics, and how the control burden can be mitigated in robotic
legged systems.
The contribution of this body of work is to reduce the control burden of legged locomotion
for robots by drawing on self-stabilizing mechanical design and control principles observed in
animal locomotion. To that end, minimal templates such as Sensory-Coupled Action Switching
Modules (SCASM), Central Pattern Generators (CPGs), and the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum
(SLIP) model are used to learn more about the essential components of legged locomotion. The
motivation behind this work lies largely in the study of how internal, predictive models and the
intrinsic mechanical properties of biological limbs help animals self-stabilize in real time. Robotic
systems have already begun to demonstrate the benefits of these biological design primitives in an
engineering context, such as reduced cost of transportation and an immediate mechanical response
that does not need to wait for sensor feedback or planning.
The original research presented here explores the extent to which these principles can be
utilized in order to encourage stable legged locomotion over uneven terrain with as little sensory
information as possible. A method for generating feedforward, terrain-adaptive control primitives
based on a compliant limb architecture is developed. Offline analysis of system dynamics is used to
develop clock-driven patterns of leg stiffness and attack angle control during late swing with which
passive stance phase dynamics will produce the desired apex height and stride period to within
0.1 mm and 50 µs, respectively. A feedforward method of energy modulation is incorporated
that regulates velocity to within 10−5 m/s. Preservation of a constant stride period eliminates
the need for detection of the apex event. Precise predictive controls based on thorough offline
dynamic modeling reduce the system’s reliance on state and environmental data, even in rough
terrain. These offline models of system dynamics are used to generate a controller that predicts
the dynamics of running over uneven terrain using an internal clock signal.
Real-time state estimation is a non-trivial bottleneck in the control of mobile systems, legged
and wheeled alike. The present work significantly reduces this burden by generating predictive

xi

models that eliminate the need for state estimation within the control loop, even in the presence of
damping. The resulting system achieves not only self-stable legged running, but direct control of
height, speed, and stride period without inertial sensing or force feedback. Through this work, the
controller dependency on accurate and rapid sensing of the body height and velocity, apex event,
and ground variation was eliminated. This was done by harnessing physics-based models of leg
dynamics, used to generate predictive controls that exploit the passive mechanics of the compliant
limb to their full potential. While no real world system is entirely deterministic, such a predictive
model may serve as the base layer for a lightweight control architecture capable of stable robotic
limb control, as in animal locomotion.

xii

CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Impetus for Limbed Locomotion and Biomimicry

Redundant degrees of freedom (DoF) are a common feature of animal limb morphologies,
i.e. there are many ways in which such an animal can bend its joints to place its foot in the same
position and orientation. Given the monumental stress on energy economy and design simplification
evident in the animal world [35, 60], one might think this design unnecessarily complex and difficult
to control. It is a common practice in robotics to employ lower degrees of freedom in order to
avoid the weight and power consumption of additional actuators, not to mention the intractable
inverse kinematics of redundant kinematic chains. However, this redundancy greatly increases the
stability of locomotion in uneven terrain and helps animals achieve different tasks with the same
limb [10, 31, 107, 121].
The robust performance of walking and running animals has a lot to do with elegant
mechanical design. The structure of biological legs actually reinforces stability before sensory
signals even have time to make it to the brain [60]. Such passive limb responses to environmental
variation are the natural products of the material properties of muscles, tendons, bone, and soft
tissues. This purely mechanical response is termed “preflexive,” as it provides a mechanism for
adaptation to external perturbation that precedes reflexes, which rely on sensory feedback and
a neuromuscular response. Together with the basic shape of the limb, these factors enable legs
to behave in a fashion very similar to linear springs. As a leg shortens during early stance,
energy is stored in stretching tendons. This energy is recovered as the leg extends later in the
stance phase of every stride, significantly reducing the metabolic cost of locomotion. Compliance
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also provides a stabilization mechanism at touchdown, as the foot hits the ground, regardless of
terrain conditions[60]. Physiological research has shown that a redundant kinematic design also
allows limbs to vary their effective stiffnesses from stride to stride. The relationship between leg
compression and ground reaction force is therefore highly adaptable and can be tuned literally on
the fly. This phenomenon may play a key role in legged animals’ locomotive success [31, 41, 53, 121].
These are some of the key motivations for biomimicry in robotics, despite the increased weight and
control complexity inherent in redundant kinematic chains.
Preflex may be legged locomotion’s “first responder,” but clearly it cannot work alone. The
mammalian mechanosensory feedback system is a wonderfully accurate distributed sensor network.
Signals from force sensors in the skin integrate with information from the inner ear, muscle spindles,
and Golgi tendon organs to help animals maintain balance and smooth center of mass trajectories
even while running over uneven terrain. Not only is the accuracy of biological sensor networks
amazing, but much of this feedback is incorporated into the muscle control loop even before the
brain has time to process and correct its efferent command signal [60].
Neurons in the base of the spine form central pattern generators (CPGs) that are capable of
driving common, cyclic motion patterns such as walking or jogging without continuous descending
control. Given a learned and highly repetitive task, cyclic extension and flexion signals are generated
by a small group of neurons in the lower spine, putting the necessary muscles “through the motions”
without waiting for sensory signals to travel all the way to the brain and back. These signals are even
capable of adaptation to external disturbances based on local mechanosensory feedback without
efferent cues from the brain [20, 60]. These principles of biological legged locomotion are explored
with greater depth in Section 1.2.
Section 1.3 presents the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model and passive dynamic walkers (PDWs). These relatively simple models provide powerful tools for the study of the
essential passive mechanical components of legged locomotion, and have had a significant impact
on the design of legged robotic systems.
The complex motion patterns achieved by biological CPGs despite their simple structures
have inspired binary state machines for joint control that produce adaptive locomotive patterns
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based on minimal intraleg feedback. This Sensory Coupled Action Switching Module (SCASM)
biomimetic control methodology is discussed in more detail in Section 1.4.3, along with other
biologically inspired legged robots.
A common argument against biomimicry is that biological systems are designed for many
tasks that robots are not, such as feeding and reproduction. The necessity of multimodality in the
animal kingdom may preclude optimization for a single task such as running. Animal morphologies
and control paradigms may not represent optimal solutions to purely locomotive tasks. The goal of
most robotic systems is not to exactly recreate a working animal, but to accomplish a small set of
tasks with a high degree of autonomy and dynamic adaptation to changing environments. To that
end, the study of other systems – such as animals – that do accomplish these tasks in a dynamic,
autonomous fashion can inform the efficient development of robust robotic systems. The purpose
of this chapter is to highlight the principles of biological limb control that have been identified as
potentially useful to robotic systems and to survey the tools with which these principles have been
studied in an engineering context.

1.2

Principles of Biological Legged Locomotion

Limb control during legged locomotion relies on an intricate closed-loop system. At the
highest level, voluntary movements are driven by signals of intent handed down from the brain.
Central pattern generators (CPGs) drive rhythmic feed-forward muscle activation patterns that
produce cyclic joint motions. These CPG signals are modulated by mechanosensory feedback such
as stretch feedback from muscle spindles, force feedback from Golgi tendon organs, and tactile
feedback from exteroceptors in the skin and hair. These modifications serve to maintain stability
(especially at high speeds), reducing the system’s reliance on the brain for stable locomotion. The
purpose of this chapter is to compile an overview of limb control during locomotion, focusing on
how mechanosensory feedback modulates CPG signals and how preflexive responses adjust limb
dynamics without neural control.
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1.2.1

Limb Specialization and Multimodality

One of the reasons that limbs are so desirable in robotic systems is their ability to be both
specialized and multimodal, as evidenced in animal locomotion. For instance, the cockroach has
three pairs of limbs: two fore-, two mid-, and two hind-limbs. The fore limbs are oriented such
that they naturally reach out in front of the cockroach, which makes them particularly useful for
finding footholds and supporting the body while climbing over obstacles. The middle pair of limbs
is oriented laterally and are specialized for mitigating lateral forces and roll of the body. The hind
pair of limbs is oriented such that they naturally reach out behind the cockroach, in accordance with
their primary use in driving the body forward. The fore limbs tend to act as brakes or dampers,
while the hind limbs propel the body, and the central pair of limbs can provide both propulsive
and braking forces [45]. However, when unable to use a certain pair of limbs to accomplish the
task for which they are specialized, e.g. climbing over an obstacle without the use of its forelegs, a
cockroach is able to repurpose other limbs to accomplish the same task [104, 125].
Ducks and penguins provide examples of legs that are both specialized for specific types of
swimming and multimodal. Baudinette and Gill found that although the limbs of these birds allow
them to both walk and swim, the energetic cost of swimming in ducks and penguins is much lower
than the cost of walking. The penguin was also noted to be a much more efficient swimmer when
fully submerged, while the duck was able to swim on the surface of the water at a lower energetic
cost than penguins, thanks in large part to the design of their legs and feet [8].
That limb specialization does not preclude multimodality is a significant argument in favor
of legged locomotion over wheeled systems. A single leg design that is able to accomplish a range
of tasks without sacrificing the energetic cost of transport across the board would be of great value
to legged robots.

1.2.2

The Foundations of Legged Locomotion

Motor control is a complex closed-loop system that requires the interaction of diverse
biological components, from neurons to proprioceptors, exteroceptors, muscle fibers, tendons, and
the chemicals and connective tissues that make these interactions possible [38]. In order to paint
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a clear picture of mechanosensory feedback in the motor control loop during legged locomotion,
one must first understand the underlying components that define the locomotive system. The
following overview of limb design and control attempts to set the stage for a more in-depth look
at mechanosensory feedback without getting into the specifics of any particular organism, but by
focusing on universal design principles that have been illuminated by the study of a wide range of
organisms’ structure-function relationships.
1.2.2.1

Muscle Functions and Properties

Muscles articulate the joints of a limb, making animal locomotion possible. As a muscle
shortens, it does work on its environment and applies torque to one or more joints. The employment
of the muscle as motor, strut, brake, and spring transcends body shape and environment [36]. A
lengthening muscle does negative work, absorbing mechanical energy. This may burn off as thermal
energy, allowing the muscle to act as a shock absorber, or be recovered as elastic recoil, allowing
the muscle to act as a time-dependent spring. A stretched muscle’s ability to act as a spring is time
dependent because the absorbed energy dissipates as heat over time [74].
Torque patterns are gait- and species-specific, though muscles exhibit consistent functions
across species [128]. The contractions of extensors such as the vastus lateralis—a knee extensor—
act to straighten joints, thereby extending the limb. A flexor’s contraction acts to shorten the limb
through joint rotation. Some muscles act as both extensors and flexors. The biceps femoris, for
example, both extends the hip and flexes the knee [51]. Individual joints are typically articulated by
pairs of extensors and flexors [10, Fig. 4]. It is the relative torques of these muscles that determine
whether the joints flex or extend [38].
Tendons act as springs when they store energy from the body or muscle contractions through
deformation, then release it to do work on the body or muscle. The tendon spring may thereby
increase the body’s mechanical energy or lengthen a muscle, “allow[ing] the locomotor system to
function beyond the limits of the muscle motor.” Tendons reduce the amount of work that must
be done by muscles by taking advantage of the Fenn effect, which states that muscles are most
cost-effective when producing constant force. They also minimize fiber recruitment by fostering
isometric contractions, as verified with human hopping and turkey ankle extensor experiments [105].
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1.2.2.2

Leg Springs

The study of forces applied to the environment during a stride, particularly through workloop analysis, has revealed spring-based templates common to the gaits of many legged animals,
regardless of leg number. These templates indicate that the limb mechanics of bipeds, quadrupeds,
and hexapods may be described by inverted pendulum and spring-mass models during walking and
running, respectively [36, 46].
Force analysis has revealed that while specific gait patterns depend heavily on limb number
and structure, it is common for most animals to transition between different gaits at different speeds
in order to minimize the work required to maintain a steady forward velocity [3, 36]. Spring-mass
models of the legs of running animals suggest that animals naturally use stride frequencies that
maximize this elastic recoil energy, thus reducing the cost of locomotion [74].
Human hopping experiments have shown that a person hopping for an extended period of
time will settle into a frequency that allows him/her to recover during each hop as much of the
energy absorbed during landing as possible. A person’s preferred hopping frequency turns out
to be very close to the natural stride frequencies of animals of similar masses. Stride frequency’s
correlations with mass and gait rather than speed suggest that animals adjust their speed by varying
stride length rather than frequency within a gait, falling into different gaits at significantly different
speeds, in order to recapture as much of the energy absorbed by stretching muscles as possible [74].
Study of the hopping energetics of kangaroos, kangaroo rats, and arthropods suggests that
elastic energy storage and recovery are important to animals of all sizes. Mathematical, anatomical,
and mechanical studies of running gait dynamics suggest that biological springs not only could
contribute to the work of locomotion, but are necessary to achieve the low energy costs observed,
leading to the spring-mass model of running limbs [32, 40, 53, 105].
Walking limbs have traditionally been modeled as inverted pendula due to the relative
stiffness of the limb during a walking stride [36]. However, analyses of ultrasound, ground reaction
forces, and kinematic data of human locomotion suggest a spring-loaded inverted pendulum model
for walking limbs [105]. Double-support spring models capable of simulating limb dynamics during
both walking and running have also been developed [44].
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The major variables in spring-mass limb models are the spring stiffness, rest length, point
mass, touchdown angle, and speed. The angle of the limb determines torque placed on the limb.
At different angles relative to the hip, the resulting force places different torques on different joints,
necessitating different motor responses [10]. The stiffness of the spring governs the magnitude
of vertical oscillations during the stride as well as the limb’s responsiveness to environmental
perturbations. Analyses of the locomotive limb dynamics of bipedal and quadrupedal animals
ranging in mass from 0.1 kg to 140 kg have shown that the stiffness of a leg spring is highly
dependent on body mass and almost completely independent of speed [40]. The dynamics and
control of spring-mass models will be addressed in more detail in Section 1.3.
1.2.2.3

The Motor Control Loop

The complexity of the locomotor control system is a common factor across orders and
classes, though the extent of that complexity and the sensory mechanisms involved vary widely.
This control system relies not only on feed-forward signals from central pattern generators (CPGs),
but also on sensory, neural, and mechanical (preflexive) feedback. Perhaps most surprising is
the revelation that control signals are not absolute dictums handed down from a central neural
command center, but “suggestions” that may be modified without the brain’s consent [36].

1.2.3

Central Pattern Generators

The gaits of terrestrial animals exhibit cyclic limb motions that serve to propel the body
forward in a steady manner and at consistent speeds [3]. These rhythmic patterns are generated
by neuronal clusters called “central pattern generators” (CPGs) [76], and are akin to the colloquial
concept of muscle memory: they produce rhythmic motions, despite the complex interplay of many
degrees of freedom.
CPG neurons are woven together, exciting and inhibiting one another as they integrate
sensory input from the limbs before it even reaches the brain. This not only reduces the demands
on neural control incurred by locomotion, it allows animals to adapt to environmental perturbations
faster than nervous fibers can convey information to the brain and back [20, 60]. A helpful diagram
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of a miniature, two-neuron example of a CPG controlling an antagonistic muscle pair (one muscle
which extends, and another which flexes a joint) can be found in Büschges [20].
CPGs are pertinent to the study of legged locomotion as they rhythmically activate muscles
in order to produce the cyclic limb motions observed during steady gaits [96]. Examples of cyclic
muscle activation patterns superimposed on plots of the resulting muscle fascicle lengths during in
vivo recordings of the biceps femoris and the vastus lateralis of a walking rat are available in Gillis
and Biewener, Figures 6 and 8 [51].
The locomotive patterns of low spinal cats [52] and lamprey brainstem-spinal cord preparations [69] show that CPGs do not require supraspinal signals in order to drive rhythmic muscle
activations. It was observed that even after afferent flow had been disconnected, the joints in the
hindlimbs of low spinal cats continued to exhibit rhythmic patterns of flexion and extension due to
continued CPG operation [52]. In other words, thanks to CPGs, successful locomotion is possible
even when the brain is completely deprived of sensory feedback.
However, tonic afferent signals are required in order to update internal representations of
limb dynamics. Without this input, the accuracy of limb trajectories are severely hampered. Any
model of the spinal motor control system must thus incorporate an internal model of the limb with
feedforward signals generated by the CPG and afferent inputs [116].
The localized muscle activation patterns observed during spinal cat locomotion (e.g. firing
on one side of the body but not the other) indicate that a single organism utilizes multiple CPGs [52].
Likewise, organisms as simple as stick insects display locomotor control patterns that indicate the
presence of several CPGs [73]. Separate CPGs are believed to exist for distinct tasks, such as
walking and swimming [20, 60].

1.2.4

Mechanosensory Feedback and Reflexive Responses

Muscles are not only motors, brakes, struts, and springs; they also contain their own sensory
organs that collect and relay information concerning their current state. Muscle spindles monitor
the amount by which fibers have stretched, and Golgi tendon organs measure force. This sensory
information is used to regulate motor control. Proprioceptors outside of the muscle body—pressure
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and pain sensors in the skin and mechanosensors in joints—also provide crucial feedback. In
addition to internal proprioceptive and muscular sensors, insects utilize external exteroceptive
sensors for external force and pressure sensing [9]
Feedforward CPG signals are modulated by mechanosensory feedback as well as tonic
afferent input. Such feedback helps adapt periodic motor commands to variable terrain conditions [36]. The “half-center” model is a common depiction of CPG-based spinal motor control. In
this model, a central oscillatory network clocks the premotoneural interneurons which innervate
the motorneurons that govern muscle activation. Mechanosensory feedback modulates the signals
sent to motorneurons by premotoneural interneurons [126].
An example of reflexive mechanosensory modulation of CPG signals is observable in the
low spinal cat. The low spinal cat’s hind limb CPG flies blind with regards to tonic afferent control
signals. If in this case muscles received unmodified CPG signals, the limbs would exhibit entirely
repetitive motions regardless of environmental conditions. Yet, the low spinal cat’s hind limb is
still capable of reacting to stimuli. For instance, during a typical stride the knee switches from
extension to flexion as the hip begins to swing forward. It has been observed that the low spinal
cat’s knee will not enter flexion if hip extension is prevented. This modulation of motor operation
after isolation from afferent signals shows that the rhythmic motions dictated by CPG signals may
still be gated by mechanosensory feedback. Perhaps an even more impressive example is found
in low spinal cats whose CPGs have been trained to generate modified signals through repetition.
This shows that not only do mechanosensory feedback signals modify the motor control dictums
handed down from the CPG, but that the CPG itself may be reprogrammed [27].
One of the major benefits of such a localized mechanosensory feedback system is the
reduction of the load placed on higher brain centers during locomotion. Localization of control
also means that signals do not have to travel to the brain and back before motor adjustments can
be made. Avoiding such delays is important when travelling at even moderately high speeds over
uneven terrain [10].
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1.2.5

Preflex and Variable Limb Compliance

We have seen that muscle activity may be driven by CPG signals and that these control
signals may be modulated by mechanosensory feedback without tonic afferent input. There are, in
addition, purely mechanical systems that can greatly affect limb dynamics without even interacting
with the CPG. As previously discussed, the compliance typical of distal muscle-tendon units lends
itself to stabilization during locomotion. Particularly remarkable is that this stabilization seems to
be primarily passive; distal limb architecture allows for mechanical adjustments to perturbations
without neural or spinal intervention. Because they are purely reactive responses to environmental
perturbations and require no input from neural systems, these mechanical adjustments occur with
almost no delay—even faster than the reflexive mechanosensory modulation mechanisms discussed
above. Passive responses such as these which require no neural input are termed “preflexes” [10].
Cockroaches are convenient subjects for the study of locomotor control because they use
single motor neurons to innervate entire musculoskeletal structures. This makes the recording and
analysis of muscle action potentials (MAPs) during cockroach locomotion relatively simple. When
Sponberg and Full took MAP recordings as cockroaches ran over rugged terrain, MAPs remained
unaltered even in the presence of obstacles up to three times as high as the cockroach’s hip [118].
Such large environmental perturbations required significant adjustments to limb dynamics in order
to maintain stability, and yet the control signals received by the muscles remained constant. In other
words, limbs were receiving the same signals but acting differently, indicating that adjustments were
entirely preflexive. MAPs showed modified neural control only when environmental perturbations
were so large that a foot failed to make ground contact. Even then, the MAP was only modified
during the stride after the missed step and returned to normal during the subsequent stride.
This indicates that cockroaches use primarily preflexive stabilization mechanisms during rapid
locomotion, only modifying motor control signals in response to extreme perturbations [118].
How do preflexes modify limb dynamics? Passive mechanical adjustments can take many
forms. The simplest include alterations to leg posture in order to resist destabilizing perturbations.
Sponberg and Full noted that the cockroach’s forte for passive stabilization was facilitated by the
visco-elastic properties of its limb extensors, even as they received unmodified feedforward control
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signals [118]. The limb dynamics of humans and guinea fowl running on variable terrain also show
that some of the same mechanisms that led to the leg spring model may be integral to preflexive
stabilization [105]. The angle and stiffness of the limb at touchdown significantly affect stability [53].
While it seems at first as though these alterations ought to be neurally controlled, they typically
result from passive changes in limb posture dynamics that arise while using feedforward control in
dynamic environments. For instance, if a sudden step down is encountered while running, a limb
tracing its typical feedforward trajectory will be both longer and more retracted when it eventually
makes contact with the ground [34].
This phenomenon has been documented in running guinea fowl that were unable to sense
the impending drop a priori. Because of the drop, ground contact was delayed and the limb
experienced a sustained swing phase. During this prolonged swing, guinea fowl were observed to
rapidly extend the affected limb until ground contact could be made. Based on the rapidity with
which limb dynamics were adapted (too quickly to be explained by afferent controls or reflexes),
this was found to be a preflexive result of applying typical feedforward torques without the typical
leg loading that results from contact with the ground. The benefits of this response are twofold:
First, extension of the hip positions the limb more directly underneath the animal at touchdown,
which vertically orients the line of action and reduces torque on the hip joint. Second, extension of
the distal joints increases their capacity for energy absorption by shortening upon ground contact
[34]. Such observations have led to the investigation of swing leg adaptations as a means of meeting
optimization criteria such as energy efficiency [57], reduced risk of limb injury [11], and normalized
maximum drop [19].
While birds that run with crouched legs, like guinea fowl, are prone to adapt to groundheight changes by retracting and stiffening their legs, straight-legged runners like humans are unable
to extend their legs enough to rely on this as a significant adaptation strategy. Rather, it has been
observed that humans tend to alter the effective stiffness of their legs in response to changes in
ground height [19, 53].
Human hopping experiments in which subjects jumped up and down on a platform of
variable stiffness (which subjects were unable to predict or sense before contact) have shown that
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limb stiffness is also preflexively adjusted in response to varying surface compliance. Because limb
adjustments, such as early ankle flexion upon touchdown, were made before EMG signals began to
change, responses were identified as preflexive [82]. Preflex becomes essential for stable locomotion
at high speeds due to the delays incurred by afferent and reflexive control pathways [10, 34, 53, 118].
Given the key roles that efferent commands, feedforward CPG signals, mechanosensory
feedback, reflexive modulation of motor commands, and passive mechanical preflex play in the
motor control loop, it seems clear any model of motor control ought to incorporate each of these
components. Ferris et al. points out that preflexive mechanisms such as adjustable leg stiffness could
be of particular use to robotic systems in the negotiation of variable (i.e. real-world) terrain [42].
Blickhan et al. also supports the integration of preflexive mechanisms into robotic systems, for
while adaptive control could possibly be implemented at the software level, preflexive responses are
less computationally and energetically costly than “enforced solutions.” They also suggest closely
mimicking biological limb dimensions in robotic systems, as animals are highly optimized for both
energy efficiency and stability. They even go so far as to say that “it seems that if such basic
properties are not envisioned at the start of the design process, their implementation later on may
become at least difficult or even impossible” [14]. In other words, consonance in mechanical design
and control must be fostered from the earliest stages of development.
This “consonance” goes beyond the separate development of the physical structure of the
system and its software, which will be expected to cooperate after the fact. Rather, by consonance
it is meant that the mechanical design is embarked upon with the simplification of control in mind
(e.g. with compliant mechanisms capable of passive mechanical self-stabilization), and that the
controls are manufactured to take full advantage of the passive dynamic response of the physical
structure.
The robust self-stabilization of compliant limbs is highly desirable in legged robotic systems,
in which sensing and reactive actuation pose control loop bottlenecks that can limit performance.
The need for reduced feedback systems in robotics has motivated the development of compliant
limbs for systems such as RHex [117] and ScoutII [94], which have achieved robust feedforward
performance over uneven terrain. The success of the high-speed runner Cheetah-Cub [119] has
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also been attributed in large part to the feedforward control of self-stabilizing compliant limbs.
However, the design and control strategies that enable these notable systems to run with an open
control loop have not been extended to the control of monopedal or bipedal running.
Though recent research efforts have significantly advanced the field, we are far from a
complete understanding of legged locomotion. Continued investigation will not only foster a better
understanding of animal life [10, 14, 38, 118], but will also drive advances in robotics [14, 127] and
prosthetic design [7, 14].

1.3

Templates for the Study of Legged Locomotion

Full and Koditschek formalizes the concept of templates for the study of legged locomotion.
In essence, templates are legged models that boil the complexity of biological systems down to those
most basic mechanical components that can still produce motion. One motivating force behind the
development of templates is that these simple models can be used to explore passive mechanics.
The modeler is able to pick and choose as many or as few control parameters as he/she wishes, and
investigate their effects on the stability of the system. Templates can then be anchored with an
animal model by integrating additional design and/or control parameters such that the resulting
model more closely represents the dynamics of the source animal [46]. Two common templates
for legged locomotion – passive dynamic walkers and the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum – are
discussed here.

1.3.1

Passive Dynamic Walkers

The first passive dynamic walkers (PDWs) presented non-compliant templates for animal
locomotion [78]. They were characterized by rigid leg segments and wide curved feet, the product
of their genesis in the rimless wheel model. Without compliance or actuation, PDW prototypes
were able to walk down slight inclines by recycling potential energy to compensate for the energy
lost due to impact during each touchdown event. In McGeer’s famous example [78, Fig. 3], the
unactuated knee – a simple pin joint – allows the leg to shorten passively as it enters the flight
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α
Figure 1.1: The Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model. Limit cycle behavior may be
achieved with a fixed stiffness k and attack angle α despite the entirely passive stance phase.
Stiffening and retraction of the leg spring during late swing increases the width of the basin of
attraction.
phase. The momentum of the foot during flight then causes the shank to swing forward until it
hits a mechanical hardstop built-in to prevent hyperextension of the knee. This reduces the lateral
rocking behaviors of earlier PDWs, which relied on a penguin-like waddling gait for unobstructed
protraction of the swing leg [78].
The PDW presented in Collins et al. [26, Fig. 3] combines pin joints in the knees with
laterally swinging arms and a compliant foot. Both the knees and the inertia of the arms as they
swing from side to side reduce lateral rocking of the body caused by the transition of the center
of pressure from the left to the right side and back. A spring built into the heel of each foot helps
recover the energy that would typically be lost due to impact at touchdown. This PDW is therefore
able to take several stable steps over flat terrain and even up a shallow incline.
Systems such as these that walk without mechanosensory feedback or active control of any
kind demonstrate the potential for intelligent mechanical design choices in robotic systems.

1.3.2
1.3.2.1

The Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum
Foundation

The oscillations of the center of mass of walking, running, and hopping animals can be
modeled with the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) template, a linear spring-mass system [12, 14]. This model consists of a point mass m atop a massless linear spring of rest length
l0 and stiffness k, as shown in Figure 1.1. The point mass is launched forward with velocity ẋ
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and leg angle α, and describes a ballistic trajectory until the distal end of the spring comes into
contact with the ground (the touchdown event). The spring then compresses due to the weight and
momentum of the point mass, storing energy which is recovered in the latter part of stance as the
spring returns to its rest length. At this point, the liftoff event, the spring is no longer exerting a
force on the ground, and the model enters a new ballistic flight phase.
The SLIP model traditionally includes no active control mechanisms. The dynamics of
the system are governed entirely by its touchdown conditions: its velocity, mass, spring stiffness,
spring length, and attack angle, all at the first instant of ground contact during each stride. Still,
several combinations of stiffnesses and attack angles exist that allow the system to approach stable
locomotion over flat terrain and to reject small disturbances (relative to the length of the leg) [112].
While early SLIP models [50, 112] demonstrated that a range of constant attack angles
and leg stiffnesses could produce self-stable stride patterns, the robust performance of similar
models has been improved by incorporating biologically inspired motion primitives such as swing
leg control [17, 39, 113]. Swing leg control allows for the management of attack angle and spring
stiffness: touchdown conditions which determine the CoM dynamics throughout stance. Swing leg
behaviors can therefore influence stride dynamics even though the traditional SLIP model remains
passive during stance.
This reduced model of legged locomotion facilitates the study of self-stabilizing mechanics
and the utility of limb compliance independent of efferent signals and the complexity of the
musculoskeletal system. SLIP models have served as the basis for the development of robotic
systems [61, 98, 100] as well as the analysis of legged locomotion in nature [15, 19, 33, 41].
1.3.2.2

Biomimetic Control Anchors for the SLIP Template

Seyfarth et al. demonstrates that by modifying attack angle during the time between the
apex and touchdown events, so as to incorporate late-swing retraction as observed in running
animals, the SLIP model is able to self-stabilize following a wider range of ground height variations [113]. What is particularly interesting about this controlled approach to SLIP is that the
model was made more robust without adding additional degrees of freedom or the need for any
sensory feedback other than the apex event (when retraction begins) and the touchdown event (when
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actively controlled retraction of the leg ceases and passive dynamics take over). The retraction angle
was not commanded to compensate for a sensed change in ground height, but rather retraction was
executed in a feedforward manner throughout late swing without any information regarding the
ground height.
The SLIP template without retraction has also been used to learn more about how humans
modulate effective leg stiffness to self-stabilize while running. A classic SLIP model, as in [12],
was allowed to run in simulation with fixed stiffness and attack angle until it either fell over
or successfully completed 30 consecutive strides, at which point it was considered stable. The
resulting relationship among stiffness, attack angle, and strides until failure is represented by the
shaded region in Grimmer et al. [53, Fig. 6]. Human track athletes were then asked to run at
approximately the same speed over a track that included a step up. The effective stiffnesses and
angles of attack of these runners during a step on the track prior to the step up and during the step
up were calculated and superimposed on this stability map (note the open circles in [53, Fig. 6]).
Human running data revealed a significant decrease in stiffness and attack angle during the step
up, suggesting that both retraction and stiffening may influence self-stabilization. In addition, in
the comparison of human and spring-mass running suggests that humans do not choose exclusively
stable combinations of stiffnesses and attack angles, but rather combinations that would ensure only
5 or more consecutive steps in a theoretical spring-mass system [53]. A subsequent study confirmed
this relationship between landing conditions and steps up, and went on to show that humans
running over uneven terrain tend to increase stiffness and attack angle during steps down [83, 84].
Retraction and stiffening were also observed in humans running over camouflaged changes in ground
height [85]. These findings reinforce the idea of retraction and stiffening during late swing as selfstabilizing mechanisms.
Biewener and Daley points out that birds running over unexpected drops employ retraction
and lengthening of the leg, and that leg stiffness was not a significant control variable in these
trials [10]. Blum et al. compared SLIP models for both avian and human running, and found
that the naturally compressed legs of guinea fowl lend themselves to the use of lengthening as a
stabilization mechanism, reducing the falling time and therefore the velocity and subsequent impact
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force experienced during the touchdown event. SLIP models with constant rates of retraction and
lengthening – control anchors modeled after the guinea fowl – remained stable following larger steps
down than a human-anchored SLIP model with constant rates of retraction and stiffening. The
authors note that due to the naturally straight configuration of the human leg, humans are unable
to realize significant length increases, and so must rely instead on stiffness [19].
Because a step down results in an extended time between the apex and touchdown events
during which the center of mass is falling, and a step up results in a shorter falling time, it is possible
to represent the swing-leg control functions discussed above (such as retraction and stiffening) as
feedforward functions of falling time [39]. A constant rate of retraction may be chosen in order to
minimize slip, impact losses, or peak forces, but there is no single rate capable of meeting all of
these performance objectives [68].
Different stable stiffness-angle pairs will also result in different subsequent apex heights [92,
107]. This suggests that accurate controllers for SLIP-like limbs do not have to settle for just
any stable running pattern, but can optimize for other criteria (such as terrain following or the
preservation of forward velocity) within an expansive stable control space.
A note of interest that does not seem to be explored to its potential in the current literature is
that the control manifold represented in Blickhan et al. [16, Fig. 2] suggests that stable functions of
retraction and stiffening are not constrained to constant rates of change. It is possible that focusing
on linear retraction and stiffening (and, possibly, lengthening) places unnecessary and potentially
unhelpful limits on system performance. In this work, offline optimizations of touchdown conditions
for different ground height variations are carried out independently of one another in order to avoid
imposing such restraints. Many of the results discussed in this work would not have been possible
if constant rates of change had been imposed on the swing leg controller.
The robust performance of biologically anchored SLIP models not only motivates a more
focused physiological inquiry into the sources of late-swing retraction, leg stiffening, and lengthening
in animals, but also encourages the incorporation of these feedforward controls into legged robotic
systems.
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The development of SLIP controllers and SLIP-like robotic systems [2, 49, 80, 86, 103, 107]
show promise in the pursuit of running systems with few legs. However, the physical implementation
of existing swing-leg SLIP controllers still requires inertial sensing of the apex or state measurements
at the liftoff event – nontrivial tasks given the current state of sensor technology [5]. The alleviation
of this burden is one of the primary focuses of Chapters 3 and 4 of the present work.
1.3.2.3

Energy Control Anchors for the SLIP Template

The classic SLIP template and the biologically-inspired control anchors discussed above
are all energy conservative systems. The energy of the system can be calculated as the sum of
the kinetic energy due to the velocity of the point mass, the potential energy due to the vertical
position of the point mass, and the potential energy stored in the spring when it is compressed
from its rest length l0 to its current length l:
1
1
E = mgh + mv 2 + k(l0 − l)2 .
2
2

(1.1)

At the apex, when the spring is uncompressed, the deterministic relationship between forward
speed and apex height in the conservative model becomes clear. So long as the energy in the
system remains constant, forward velocity will decrease when the apex height increases, and vice
versa. In order to stabilize forward velocity following a change in apex height, it is therefore
necessary to actively control system energy.
Andrews et al. tackles energy control in an experimental system based on a SLIP model
with late-swing retraction and stance-phase lengthening. By moving the anchor point of the leg
spring with a four-bar linkage, the system is able to apply a compressive or extensive force in
addition to the ground reaction force the spring would normally experience during stance [5]. The
application of this additional force is equivalent to controlling the force-free length of the leg, l0 ,
in terms of the resulting dynamics. Referring back to equation 1.1, one can see how increasing the
force-free length of the leg would cause a proportional increase in the potential energy of the spring
and, therefore, in the total energy of the system.
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Human hopping experiments in which a raised platform was pulled out from underneath a
person hopping in place (during the flight phase) revealed a tendency toward terrain-following –
i.e. adapting the apex height to remain constant relative to the ground rather than maintaining
a fixed apex position regardless of terrain variation. Because an energy conservative spring-mass
model returns to the same fixed apex position when hopping in place despite changing terrain,
Kalveram et al. realizes a need to integrate energy control into the stance phase of hopping models
in order to accurately model animal locomotive patterns. A comprehensive comparison of several
energy modification strategies is discussed in the paper. The authors ultimately choose the gradual
stiffening of the leg throughout the second half of the stance phase [67].
In addition to this biomimetic energy control anchor, Kalveram et al. also employs a
Cascaded Damped Spring-Mass (CDSM) model rather than a classic SLIP template. The CDSM
model is similar to SLIP, but splits the leg spring into two distinct linear prismatic segments with
a lesser, secondary mass between them, providing a more accurate representation of inertial forces
acting on the leg [67].
Existing SLIP energy control schemes require online measurements of leg length and detection of maximum spring compression. Chapter 4 of this work addresses the reduction of this
sensory burden by formulating a clock-driven mechanism for terrain-adaptive, stance-phase energy
control.

1.4

Biologically Inspired Legged Robots

1.4.1

Robotic CPGs

Biological principles have been applied to robotic models with some success. For example,
the sensory-coupled action switching module (SCASM) control architecture relies on a network
of biomimetic central pattern generators [38, 108]. One of the beauties of SCASM control is its
simplicity: each degree of freedom is modeled as a binary variable, with extension and flexion
states which dictate the direction in which torque is applied. Each joint’s controller is a binary
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state machine that switches between extension and flexion based on sensory cues identified as
significant in animal locomotion.
Developed and tested based on a stick insect model, the flagship prototype’s limbs (e.g.
Rutter et al. [108, Fig. 2]) were constructed with the stick insect’s proportions in mind. Activation
of the each servo motor is modeled after the relative activation levels of antagonistic muscle pairs
in the stick insect during different stride phases. The controller is comprised of a set of finite state
machines (FSMs) modeled after a CPG with minimal sensory input. It outputs state-dependent
motor torques modified by simple feedback signals such as whether or not the limb is contacting
the ground or whether joints have reached their flexion or extension limits [108].
This system is able to mimic the locomotive patterns of real, live stick insects, even in the
presence of unexpected environmental perturbations. The key to its adaptive control strategy lies
in its sensory-gated motor control signals [38, 108, 109], much like those documented for the low
spinal cat. A helpful diagram of the SCASM control architecture used to articulate the stick insect
model can be found in Rutter et al. [109, Fig. 1].
The effort to reduce sensory cues in SCASM models without sacrificing the system’s ability
to recreate biomimetic motion patterns is of particular interest in the design of robots for whom
sensor readings represent control bottlenecks. SCASM models may also be of use to physiologists
interested in identifying those features absolutely necessary to produce gait patterns in animals.
SCASM models could provide these researchers with a way in which to test hypotheses in a minimal,
isolated system unaffected by higher-order neural control or other sources of influence that cannot
be entirely suppressed when studying living animals. In this way it might be possible to determine
whether a minimal set of control parameters are truly sufficient to produce stable locomotion in a
legged system.

1.4.2

An Example of Biologically Inspired Leg Springs in Prosthetics

A powered ankle-foot prosthesis employing a finite state controller based on principles
similar to those used in SCASM control has seen marked improvements with the addition of
biomimetic spring actuators. Human subjects were reported to “adapt and feel comfortable with
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the powered prosthesis” in under twenty minutes and to exhibit a “longer and more biomimetic
stance period” than when wearing the same prosthesis without a powered spring mechanism [7].

1.4.3

Passive Mechanics at Work

Robotic systems of radically different forms are reaping the benefits of design choices based
on the passive mechanical mechanisms observed in animal limbs. Examples include Raibert’s
hopping monopod [101], which demonstrated that a SLIP-based system could be physically realized,
and the Scout II quadruped [98, 99], which executes both the half-bound and galloping gaits,
propelled forward by a single motor at each hip and the energy recovered by the passive linear
springs built into its legs.
The cockroach-inspired RHex [110] and iSprawl [70] hexapods have achieved rapid running
by sending clocked signals to compliant limbs. RHex fairs particularly well over challenging terrain
thanks to its innovative C-legs [65]. However, it does not seem to have control over its body
orientation or forward velocity. Its lack of orientation control makes it prone to flipping over
(which is not as catastrophic an event as it sounds, thanks to RHex’s symmetry), and it appears at
times to spin its legs in place for several consecutive strides before finding a purchase and propelling
the body forward.
The JenaWalker II [114] anchors the core design of a passive dynamic walker with passive
knees, actuated hips, and biarticular springs modeled after biological antagonistic muscle pairs.
The sum of these parts is the ability to walk with a biomimetic human gait pattern over flat
ground and smooth gradients using only a cyclic, clocked hip torque. JennaWalker II is proof
that limb compliance can drastically reduce the computational and sensory burdens of walking
on smooth surfaces. Thanks to this consonance in mechanical design and control, computation is
limited to the innervation of one motor per leg with a simple proportional error controller. However,
no mechanisms are currently in place that will facilitate locomotion in rough terrain, particularly
raised obstacles such as bumps and stairs.
All of these examples demonstrate that templates of legged locomotion can lead to successful
robotic systems, and that anchoring these templates with biologically observable control and
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mechanical principles can lead to enhanced self-stability and robust performance. The present
work seeks to explore the extent to which passive mechanics can reject external perturbations and
reduce the online computational burden of legged locomotion when integrated with biomimetic
motion primitives and predictive control methodologies.

1.5

Organization of this Work

Animals limbs with many DoF are able to generate stabilizing responses to uneven terrain
in real time while running at high speeds. The success of biological legged systems is due in part
to preflexive mechanical responses, locally modulated motor commands such as CPG signals, and
motion primitives such as late swing retraction and stiffening that foster stability before contact
occurs. A common theme across physiological and robotic research, as elsewhere in biology and
engineering, seems to be that form and function are inseparable. The formulation of control
architectures independent of the mechanical bodies they command may sacrifice some measure of
the efficiency and adaptive capability inherent to the physical structure, and vice versa. Consonance
in mechanical design and control can reduce the energetic and computational costs of locomotion, as
compliant mechanisms and late swing motion primitives do for running animals. The present work
draws on these principles in order to reduce the control burden of robotic legged locomotion. First,
the CPG model is used to decentralize the control of multipedal gaits such that each limb functions
independently, drastically reducing the computational cost of stable locomotion with a rigidly
constructed system. Biomimetic stiffening and retraction of the swing leg and the stance-phase
passive mechanics of compliant mechanisms are then combined with cyclic patterns of activation in a
feedforward control architecture. With these tools and an in-depth analysis of system dynamics, the
need for high bandwidth sensing is eliminated. The result is a foundation for real time adaptation
during high speed running in challenging terrain, which could not be achieved in a control loop
dependent upon filtered sensor data. The presented control methodology regulates velocity while
adapting to unsensed terrain, using only a push-button contact sensor and an internal clock signal.
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This chapter has surveyed the pertinent self-stabilizing principles of legged animal locomotion illuminated through physiological research as well as legged robots that have achieved
robust locomotion with reduced feedback. Chapter 2 describes a force-modulated quadruped gait
controller through its development in simulation and its subsequent implementation in a physical
prototype. This initial line of inquiry and the challenges faced by the prototype have encouraged
further investigation into the role of passive compliant mechanisms in legged locomotion. Chapter 3
details the development of a terrain-adaptive gait control method for passive compliant limbs
that is able to operate in a clocked, feedforward manner by fostering consonance in mechanical
design and control. Energy modulation is integrated and the resilience of the method to modeled
and unexpected damping forces is analyzed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 addresses the extension of
this control paradigm to physical prototypes and segmented limb morphologies. To that end,
a potentially useful method of generating dense biomimetic training sets from sparse and noisy
measurements – such as motion capture data – is included as an appendix. Additional appendices
hold permissions obtained for the inclusion of previously published materials.
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CHAPTER 2:
DECENTRALIZED GAIT CONTROL

2.1

Note to the Reader

Some of the figures and research discussed in the chapter have been previously published
in the proceedings of IROS 2012 [91], and are reproduced here with new text and the permission
of the publisher (see Appendix B).

2.2

Pattern Generation with Local Feedback

In nature, central pattern generators (CPGs) are composed of clusters of neurons outside of
the brain, near the locus of innervation, and are reliant on locally generated sensory information.
The ability of CPGs to adapt at the high speeds observed in biological motor control is due in part
to this exploitation of the link between locality and time. Similar control architectures have proven
useful in engineered systems, such as the Sensory Coupled Action Switching Modules (SCASM)
used in Lewinger et al. [73]. Early experiments [38, 108] with SCASM demonstrated that CPGlike principles can encourage adaptive behaviors in robotic systems independent of any attempt
to recreate the higher-order central controls and passive physical properties that influence animal
motion.
Lamprey CPGs have also been extended to produce computational CPG models that
recreate the motions of the torsos and limbs of walking and swimming salamanders [63]. These
synthetic CPGs have been used successfully in the control of an amphibious robot modeled after the
salamander [64] and used to further study the relationships between CPGs and gait transitions [24].
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These examples inspired the present focus on local feedback and investigation of whether
stability can be maintained during “blind” walking in uneven terrain without full-body state
information. The resulting Hybrid Impulse Position (HIP) algorithm [90] decentralizes control such
that the legs are mutually independent while maintaining stability through real-time adaptation
to the environment. Each limb is driven by its own periodic position control signal, conceptually
equivalent to the raw, unmodified output pattern of a CPG. This underlying gait engine – which
must be hand-tuned – dictates cyclic joint commands sufficient for locomotion over a smooth
horizontal surface. A foot that comes in contact with the ground during such a stride will produce
a representative ground reaction force curve. The integration of this force curve over the course of
the stance phase reveals a characteristic impulse that supports and propels the body at the desired
speed. This impulse is precomputed so that it may serve as a control target on uneven ground. It
may be determined whether a leg ought to generate more or less force at any given control step
during the stance phase by comparing the measured impulse with that of a nominal stride. During
online operation, HIP commands leg forces in proportion to position and impulse errors

fcommanded = kP ∗ (pdesired − pmeasured ) + kI ∗ (Idesired − Imeasured )/∆t

(2.1)

where kP and kI are hand-tuned weights and ∆t is the length of a control step. The torque
commands for each control step are produced by multiplying fcommanded by the leg’s transpose
Jacobian. No multi-leg Jacobian is necessary, as each leg is independently controlled.
Like local proprioceptive feedback phase-modulating a biological CPG signal, proportional
corrections to local position and impulse measurements adapt a clocked position controller to
environmental conditions in real time. Provided a position controller can be designed for locomotion
over flat ground, and the impulse of each leg characterized, HIP can stabilize the forward speed
and orientation of the CoM in unsensed terrain without inertial sensing or interleg communication.
In order to demonstrate the modular nature of the algorithm, the simulated hexapod with which
HIP was introduced employs six separate copies of the HIP controller – one per leg. Decentralized
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control reduces time spent waiting for sensor feedback, eliminates interleg communication delays,
distributes the computational workload, and facilitates a modular design.
An undesirable artifact of the HIP control algorithm is that the CoM tends to drift vertically
in the presence of sustained ground height variations [89]. For instance, a step down will cause
a delayed ground reaction force. The subsequent impulse deficiency will result in increased joint
torques, and the leg will quickly lengthen toward the ground before the body pitch causes an
instability. This first leg to reach lower ground will thus be longer than the rest, while the CoM
remains relatively level. Each leg will subsequently experience a similar delay in ground contact,
similar impulse compensation, and maintain a similarly extended length throughout stance. Even
though the position controller continues to prescribe the same leg lengths as before, the impulse
term of the HIP controller causes the leg to quickly reach the ground without allowing the body
to pitch. This new, undesirable CoM height is therefore maintained – undesirable because the
more extended a leg is, the less able it is to stretch to meet the ground during future steps down.
Likewise during steps up the impulse term curtails leg extension early on in the stance phase, and
the CoM tends to drift downwards. A lowered CoM limits the system’s ability to take future steps
up and can cause the chassis to drag.
HIP has since been succeeded by the Force-Thresholded Position (FTP) control algorithm [87, 91], which corrects vertical CoM drift. The preliminary success of FTP on a simulated
hexapod [87] motivated its translation to the quadrupedal system addressed here. The FTP
algorithm is fleshed out in greater detail in the following section. The remainder of this chapter
describes the development of the quadrupedal model, its underlying position controller, the tuning
of its FTP control parameters, and a subsequent physical prototype.

2.3

The Force-Thresholded Position Control Algorithm

FTP solves the issue of decentralized body height stabilization by regulating the leg lengthening rate as a function of contact force and a predetermined nominal leg length, L. Controlling the
speed of lengthening as a function of ground reaction force allows the leg to reach the ground quickly
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Figure 2.1: Force template illustrating the relationships between the high (FH ) and low (FL ) force
thresholds and the extent to which a leg is perceived to support the body. c 2012 IEEE
at the beginning of a stride without causing the body to jerk once contact has been established.
The introduction of a nominal leg length as a secondary control target encourages the gradual
correction of vertical CoM drift.
Like HIP, FTP modulates an underlying position control mechanism according to local
proprioceptive feedback. The length and contact force of the leg must be sensed within the control
loop. However, only the present vertical force is taken into account rather than attempting to
match a precomputed impulse. Ground reaction forces are discretized into three classes by high
and low force thresholds, FH and FL . A typical ground reaction force curve is sketched out in
Figure 2.1 for one stance phase and labeled with the force classes and thresholds pertinent to FTP.
These thresholds are chosen offline as a percentage of the weight of the system. These values must
be hand-tuned; appropriate thresholds will vary with the number of legs of the system and its mass
distribution.
FTP also uses leg length information in addition to force in order to encourage the leg to
return to its nominal length L as long as it is in firm contact with the ground. This simple but
effective length target helps to counteract the vertical CoM drift that hampered the HIP algorithm
without introducing interleg communication or jeopardizing system stability.
A proportional-gain position controller is in complete command for the greater part of the
flight phase, beginning when the leg first lifts off the ground following stance. FTP begins to
augment motor torque commands when the leg starts to retract and reach for the ground near the
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Figure 2.2: States of the FTP control space are classified with respect to the nominal leg length
Lpre and force thresholds FL and FH . State transitions are triggered as the leg length l and force
f cross these thresholds. c 2012 IEEE
end of flight. As long as FTP is active, the force f and length l of the leg are used to determine
a rate of extension with which the position controller will be modified. Three rates are chosen
offline: slow lengthen, fast lengthen, and slow shorten. Like the force thresholds, these lengthening
rates require careful tuning through experimentation. Whether one of these rate modifiers will
be employed or whether the leg length will remain the same depends on the state of the leg, as
determined by its relationships to the nominal length L and the forces FL and FH . These three
thresholds constitute boundary lines in the FTP control space. The four discrete FTP control
states each command a unique rate of extension, as delineated in Figure 2.2.
When the measured force is less than FL – as expected during flight and the very beginning
of stance – the leg is considered to be in a state of no support (NS). In this case, the controller will
remain in state S1 regardless of leg length. A stabilizing force is to be sought quickly by pushing
the foot into the ground with a fast leg lengthening rate. Keeping this state entirely a function of
force, independent of length, ensures that if the leg begins to lose contact at any point during the
stride – for instance, if the substrate deforms or another state results in reduced CoM support – it
will strive to maintain stable ground contact.
Once the force measurement exceeds FL , the leg force is classified as weak support (WS)
and is expected to be capable of stabilizing the body. If the leg is at least as long as the target
length Lpre (state S2), it will attempt to maintain its present length. Shortening is not attempted
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in weak support because this would only reduce the ground reaction force until it fell below FL and
caused a state transition back to S1 and fast lengthening.
The measured force is considered to be in full support (FS) when it is greater than FH . If
the length exceeds Lpre in full support (state S3), it is safe to slowly shorten the leg in order to
gradually correct CoM drift. If the ground reaction force weakens to the point where it dips below
FH , the controller will simply transition to state S2 in which length will be maintained. Thus the
length target is prevented from interfering with the primary goal of stable propulsion.
If the leg remains less than Lpre – as when taking a step up – the controller enters state
S4, in which it will continue to lengthen slowly even though weak or full support has already been
established. Gradually lifting the CoM in this way is particularly important when the terrain
continues to trend upwards. Unchecked vertical drift will eventually cause the chassis to drag in
such an environment. A lower hip also limits the height of the next step up the system can take.
The control of each leg is entirely independent and requires only local force and length
measurements. FTP modifies the leg length LP suggested by the feedforward position control
engine by the current state’s rate L̇ to generate the desired leg length Ldes

Ldes = LP + l̇ ∗ ∆t

(2.2)

where ∆t is the length of a control step. Inverse kinematics are computed on this modified length
and the leg angle generated by the position engine to determine target joint angles θdes . Motor
torques are then commanded using a proportional gain k

τdes = k ∗ (θdes − θmeas ).

(2.3)

As current length is calculated by measuring joint angles θmeas and computing the forward kinematics, calculating torques in this way does not introduce the need for any additional sensing.
The elegance of the FTP solution is that each leg operates independently with a finite state
machine. There is no need to estimate body pose, measure the ground height, or to burden a
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Figure 2.3: Model parameters. c 2012 IEEE
central control mechanism with sensor fusion or a multileg Jacobian. Each leg stabilizes the CoM
and corrects vertical drift by transitioning between four simple control states.
Drawbacks common to both HIP and FTP include the necessity of designing the underlying
position controller and hand-tuning the control gains. These are lengthy trial-and-error processes
for which no simple procedural formula is known. Accurate force feedback is also required over
the course of the entire stride, during which signal filtration can introduce prohibitive delays. The
force sensing mechanism and filter must therefore be carefully constructed to promote a rapid
response time. The simulation results that follow suggest that the benefits of decentralization and
the robust real-time performance of the FTP control algorithm may outweigh the burden of offline
preparation.

2.4

FTP in Simulation

2.4.1

Quadruped Model

The model has four legs with three cylindrical segments each, as in Figure 2.3. Each leg
has three parallel degrees of freedom (DoF) that control flexion and extension of the hip, knee, and
ankle. Legs are kinematically coupled through a rigid cuboid central body. Segment masses and
dimensions (Table 2.1) are based on those of a small horse. All simulations are performed in the
RobotBuilder environment [106]. The model has been constrained to planar motion such that the
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Table 2.1: Simulated masses and dimensions. c 2012 IEEE
Component
Length (cm) Mass (kg)
Body Width
28
75.0
Body Length
100
j1
25
2.5
j2
25
2.5
j3
25
2.5
body can pitch but not roll or yaw. Additional offline tuning is required to create an underlying
position controller capable of stable walking with unconstrained roll and pitch.

2.4.2

Position Control

A gait pattern is implemented in the quadrupedal model by commanding each foot to trace
the cyclic trajectory shown in Figure 2.4 as a function of the stride phase. The trajectories used
for this model are calculated in polar coordinates (LP , αP ), where LP is the leg length and αP the
swing angle dictated by the position controller. These two quantities are calculated as piecewise
functions, dependent upon whether the leg is in a stance or swing state

LP =



52.5 cm,

swing

(2.4)


61.5 cm, stance
αP =



−0.325 + 0.65 ∗


 0.325 − 0.65 ∗

φ−0.75
0.25
φ
0.75

rad,

rad,

swing

(2.5)

stance

A closed-form inverse kinematic solution is obtained by imposing the constraint that links j1 and
j3 remain parallel. The fore leg joint angles that produce a foot position (l, α) in the hip frame are
then

  
 2 2 2 
l +4j1 −j2
θ1  α + arccos  4j1 l 

  
θ  = π + arccos l2 −4j12 −j22 

 2 
4j1 j2
  
 2 2 2 
l −4j1 −j2
θ3
π − arccos
4j1 j2
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(2.6)
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Figure 2.4: Position control trajectory. c 2012 IEEE
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Figure 2.5: Relative ground contact phasing for one stride period at an amble. c 2012 IEEE
where θ0 is the angle of the hip abductor and θ1−3 are the angles of hip, knee, and ankle flexion.
Similarly, for the hind leg:
  
 2 2 2 
l +4j1 −j2
θ1  α − arccos  4j1 l 
  

θ  = π − arccos l2 −4j12 −j22 
 2 

4j1 j2
  
 2 2 2 
l −4j1 −j2
θ3
π + arccos
4j1 j2

(2.7)

Motor commands generated by the inverse kinematics engine in response to the clocked leg lengths
and angles of Equations 2.4 and 2.5 are reminiscent of the cyclic patterns of activation produced
by unmodulated CPGs in the biological control of repetitive motions. They drive each leg through
a basic stride suitable for stable locomotion on flat terrain.
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Figure 2.6: The quadrupedal model, about to encounter an unexpected bump in the RobotBuilder
simulation environment. c 2012 IEEE
Each leg is initialized with a unique start phase offset, φ0 , such that only one leg is in flight
at any given time. These offsets are fashioned after the contact patterns that define an ambling
gait, as in Figure 2.5, such that the left front (LF) leg is initialized at phase φ0 = 0%, the right
front (RF) leg at φ0 = 50%, the left hind (LH) leg at φ0 = 25%, and the right hind (RH) leg at
φ0 = 75%. The resulting amble has a 4.0 s stride period and forward velocity of 5 cm/s.

2.4.3

Tuning FTP

Tuning FTP control gains and lengthening rates involves significant offline trial and error
with a range of environmental conditions. The chosen values must not result in large moments on
the body or cause the system to jerk at touchdown or liftoff, even when the terrain is unexpectedly
high or low. The frequency of the control loop should also be taken into account. The RobotBuilder
simulations presented here have a 1 kHz control loop, and so rates calculated in meters or radians
per second are divided by 1000.
It is also necessary to filter force data as it is collected, due to vibration of the system and
noise in the sensor signal. A second order Butterworth filter, applied in real time throughout each
simulation, is sufficient to produce a smoothed force profile without a prohibitive delay. Locomotion
at higher speeds would, however, require a more responsive solution.
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Figure 2.7: Force and length of the right front leg as it contacts a bump and the left legs remain
over flat ground. c 2012 IEEE
2.4.4

Performance

The performance of the FTP algorithm is presented here in the context of three different
environments. In the first, the quadruped encounters an unexpected 5 cm high bump – like that of
Figure 2.6 – positioned so that it comes in contact with the right legs only. The surface underneath
the left feet remains flat throughout the simulation. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the vertical force,
limb length, body height, and terrain encountered by the right front (RF) and left front (LF) legs,
respectively, throughout a single simulation. The terrain plot in Figure 2.7 shows the bump while
that of Figure 2.8 remains flat because the bump extends only to the midline of the body.
Intervals during which a limb is in flight are identifiable as when the vertical foot force
reaches zero. The shortening of the leg during swing is evident in the periodic peaks of the limb
length graph. Note that the vertical limb length axis has been inverted in order to more intuitively
represent the position of the foot in relation to the hip. The first full stride between 30 and 34 s
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Figure 2.8: Force and length of the left front leg over flat ground as the right legs contact a bump.
c 2012 IEEE
in Figure 2.7 is indicative of typical FTP operation over flat ground. The leg lengthens quickly
toward the ground in control state S1 until WS is established. Then, as the actual length Lactual is
still less than the prescribed length Lpre , the system enters control state S4 and slowly lengthens
(by increasing Ldes ) to reach Lpre . When the actual and prescribed lengths agree, around the 32 s
mark, the system enters S3 and Ldes ceases to increase. At approximately 33 s, the forward shift
of the CoM weakens the supportive force of the RF leg. As soon as the vertical force falls below
FL , the controller re-enters state S1 and rapidly lengthens the leg in order to maintain support and
continue to propel the body until the desired liftoff event. This action results in the sharp dip in
the Ldes and Lactual plots around 33 s. During this time, the vertical force hovers around the FL
threshold as the controller switches between states S1 (fast lengthening) and S2 (maintain length),
neither pushing the CoM unnecessarily upward nor relinquishing stable contact with the ground.
The same behavior can be observed in the first full stride of the LF leg in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.9: System response to a sustained 5 cm level up. c 2012 IEEE
The RF leg touches down on the 5 cm bump during the next stride. As a result, the vertical
force exceeds both thresholds while the leg is still significantly shorter than the prescribed length.
The controller remains in S4 (slow lengthen) until liftoff, as evidenced by the gradual slope of Ldes .
Up until this point, the body height has remained steady around the 61.5 cm target. The slow
extension of the RF leg gently lifts the CoM 1-2 cm. During this disturbance, the other stance legs
are independently maintaining their own support of the CoM, so when the RF leg lifts off, there
is no sudden perturbation to the CoM. Instead, the slow shortening of the remaining contact legs
correct the body height gradually, over the course of approximately 1 s.
The next perturbation in the body height graph occurs between 42 and 44 s when the right
hind (RH) leg comes into contact with the bump. The lengthening of the hind leg pitches the
body slightly forward, and a slight shortening the RF leg is observed. The RF Ldes is subsequently
increased (S4) in order to restore Lactual to Ldes , correcting the body pitch without any state
information regarding the CoM orientation or the other legs.
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Figure 2.10: System response to terrain with randomly generated elevations (0 ± 5 cm std). c 2012
IEEE
The operation of the left leg remains largely unaffected throughout this simulation. The
first deviation from typical flat ground operation occurs near the end of the LF leg’s second stance
phase, when the RF leg has just touched down on the 5 cm bump. The CoM begins to rise, and
the impact of the RF leg with the raised terrain causes a premature drop in the LF leg’s vertical
force. The LF controller responds by entering state S1 earlier than usual and quickly lengthening
until WS is reestablished. Thus, the dip in Ldes and Lactual is more pronounced than during an
unperturbed stride.
A second, clearer deviation from typical flat ground operation occurs when the LF leg
reaches for the ground during the RF leg’s perturbed stride at around 37 s. This is near the end
of the RF stance phase, during which it has been slowly lengthening. The LF leg therefore has
to reach further than usual in order to contact the ground. Although the LF controller has no
information regarding the body state or the RF leg, it remains in S1, quickly lengthening until the
vertical force reaches FL . Since the leg is longer than the prescribed length, the controller enters S2
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until full support is established. It then slowly decreases Ldes until the vertical force falls between
FH and FL , causing it to maintain length (S2), and then reenters S1 in order to maintain stable
contact at the end of the stride, as per usual.
Figure 2.9 shows the state of the RF leg and CoM as the system walks over a sustained
5 cm level up. In this case, all four legs must make the transition onto higher ground, and the body
height should stabilize 61.5 cm above the new terrain height. Following a typical FTP stride over
flat terrain, as discussed above, the RF leg contacts the 5 cm step up. The reaction of the FTP
controller during this first stride is just as it was for the bump. The RF leg slowly lengthens until
liftoff, gradually lifting the CoM. At the next touchdown, the body has risen slightly and the leg
has to extend more than usual in order to establish contact. The RF leg spends most of this stride
in S2, maintaining length, while the other legs make the step up. As the fore legs are the first
to step up, the body pitches slightly backwards. As a result, the hind legs establish full support
during the step up at a slightly shorter length than the fore legs, and the fore legs have to reach
further to establish contact, as seen here for the RF leg at approximately 23 s. The body pitch is
corrected gradually as the hind legs slowly lengthen in S4 and the fore legs slowly shorten in S3.
The CoM stabilizes in two to three strides following the perturbation.
Figure 2.10 shows the state of the RF leg and CoM in randomly generated terrain. The
surface was discretized into 10 cm-by-10 cm squares, and each square was assigned a random height
with a 5 cm standard deviation about a 0 cm mean. The ground elevations with which the RF
foot came into contact are shown in the bottom subplot. As the reader is already familiar with the
details of FTP operation, this trial is intended to demonstrate the ability of the FTP controller to
negotiate natural terrain. Even though each foot is in contact with a surface of random height, and
the FTP controller has no information regarding the body state or the other legs, each leg establishes
support of the CoM throughout its contact phase and effects changes in altitude gradually such
that body pitch and jerk are minimized.
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Figure 2.11: 3D trajectories of the left hind (left) and left fore (right) feet in their respective hip
frames during a stride over flat ground.
2.5

Extension to Three Dimensions

In preparation for a physical prototype, the position controls were extended to three dimensions by introducing an additional DoF (θ0 ) at the hip for abduction/adduction. Stability of a
quadruped capable of undesirable body roll and yaw can be enhanced by abducting the leg whose
sagittal mate is in flight and adducting the two legs on the same (left or right) side that are both in
contact with the ground, thereby pushing the CoM deeper into the support polygon. This practice
can be observed in many biological quadrupeds such as horses, elephants, and dogs. Fore legs tend
to contact the ground near the centerline of the body and draw outwards (abduct) as they retract
in contact with the ground. Hind legs tend to contact further from the centerline and adduct over
the course of stance. The resulting trajectories for the left hind and left fore legs are traced in red
in Figure 2.11. The only modification required to the inverse kinematics engine is the addition of
the relation θ0 = γ, where γ is the desired abduction angle.
A flight phase of exactly 25% of the stride period causes one foot to touch down just as
another is lifting off. The resulting moment and vibration can easily cause the system to fall,
especially when touching down on uneven ground. In order to maintain a 75% duty cycle, the
lateral pair of legs (i.e. the fore leg pair or the hind leg pair) in simultaneous contact with the
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Figure 2.12: Side and top views of the quadrupedal prototype.
ground are commanded to a slightly shorter maximum length during stance than the leg whose
lateral mate is in flight. Leaning this way keeps the center of mass deeper within the polygon of
stability throughout the stride. As a result, the body is less prone to tipping when negotiating
uneven terrain or when a moment is caused by quickly lowering or raising the swing leg.

2.6

Prototype

With the gait controller extended to three dimensions, it was possible to move on to a
physical prototype. The success of FTP in simulation also led to a hexapedal prototype [88], which
has since demonstrated the efficacy of the algorithm in the real world by negotiating natural terrain
outdoors including sandy, grassy slopes, rock piles, and sidewalk curbs.
The prototype of Figure 2.12 was built in order to demonstrate the modular functionality
of quadrupedal FTP in a physical system. Each leg has four active degrees of freedom: one for hip
abduction/adduction and three parallel actuators in the sagittal plane (hip, knee, and ankle). All
joints are driven by Dynamixel motors. A passive Dynamixel motor is used as a rotation sensor at
the hip in order to gauge the ground reaction force. Each leg is controlled separately by its own
independent CM-700 microcontroller running a separate copy of the FTP algorithm. The boards
are not connected in any way, and there is no interleg communication. It is only necessary to
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specify a unique start phase for each microcontroller in order to implement a gait such as walking,
resulting in relative contact phase offsets similar to those in Figure 2.5.
Rather than debugging gait mechanics from the get-go, the physical prototype was first
commanded to stand still with its legs in the initial phase configuration used for the simulated
model. The right front (RF) leg was then programmed to raise its foot off the ground, and to lower
back down to contact with and without the FTP algorithm. Without the FTP algorithm, when
the limb was simply commanded to extend to a predetermined stance length, contact with a raised
surface or obstacle (wooden blocks, as shown in Figure 2.12) caused the system to tip, pushing
one or more stance legs off the ground, and (depending on the height of the obstacle) occasionally
causing the system to fall. Using FTP, the system was able to maintain balance on flat ground and
when an obstacles of varying heights were placed under the active limb before touchdown.
Obtaining accurate force measurements at arbitrary contact angles is also a nontrivial
problem. FSRs at the toe were deemed insufficient for their short lifespans and dependence on the
angle at which pressure is applied. A passive backdrivable motor was proposed as a more general
solution, although four such sensors introduce significant and undesirable mass to the system. To
mitigate their inertial effects, they are placed near the body at the hip.
Vibration also poses an obstacle to consistent performance. Screws shake loose with each
step, and impact forces cause instability at touchdown. Vibration also causes jitter in sensor
readings that must then be filtered, introducing delays in the force data available to the controller.
These delays can grievously inhibit the ability of a controller to stabilize the system, particularly
at high speeds.
These issues call attention to the importance of integrating deformable materials in legged
designs. With a hexapedal prototype up and running, development of the quadrupedal prototype
ceased in favor of taking a closer look at the role of compliance in biological legged locomotion.
Our research focus has since shifted to reduction of system dependence on proprioceptive sensing
through the incorporation of passive dynamic self-stabilizing mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 3:
CLOCK-DRIVEN TUNING FOR PASSING DYNAMIC ADAPTATION

3.1

Note to the Reader

The figures and research discussed in the chapter correspond mainly to work published in the
journal Bioinspiration & Biomimetics under the title Periodic spring-mass running over uneven terrain through feedforward control of landing conditions [92]. This is an author-created, un-copyedited
version of an article accepted for publication in Bioinspiration & Biomimetics. The publisher is not
responsible for any errors or omissions in this version of the manuscript or any version derived from
it. The Version of Record is available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/1748-3182/9/3/036018.

3.2

Passive Dynamic Self-Stabilization and the Robotic Motor Control Loop

Development and implementation of the Force-Thresholded Position (FTP) controller demonstrated the difficulties of reliable force sensing with affordable, off-the-shelf technology, and of mitigating the detrimental effects of vibration on perception and stabilization in a rigidly constructed
prototype. These observations spurred on an investigation into the role of passive mechanics in
legged locomotion.
Compliance is the cornerstone of passive self-stabilization, and has been identified as a
principal tenet of biological limb design and control [15, 16, 105], observed across species [9].
Compliant mechanisms are particularly well suited for high speed adaptation, just as the response
of a coiled metal spring to an external force is immediate and requires no sensor feedback. Recall,
for example, the rapid preflexive response of running guinea fowl [33] and cockroaches [118], which
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were able to self-stabilize in the presence of significant environmental variations in less time than
it takes nerves to transmit sensory information and adapted neuromuscular control signals to and
from the limbs.
Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) models [50, 112] have been used to study the selfstabilization of compliant limbs [19, 31, 113]. Passive dynamic disturbance rejection is dependent
upon the integration of compliant mechanisms into system morphology.

The SLIP template

provides a vehicle with which the effects of the properties of these compliant mechanisms can
be studied in isolation, independent of other physiological features and neuromechanical controls.
The SLIP model found its genesis in the observation that animals exhibit similar bouncing
center of mass (CoM) trajectories during locomotion regardless of leg number [3, 13]. These
oscillatory patterns can be abstracted away from the intricacies of the muskuloskeletal system
and neuromuscular controls with a spring-mass model [12, 79]. SLIP presents a minimalistic
template [46] with which the gait dynamics of walking and running animals can be studied [58,
59, 71, 112] and extended to the design of robotic systems [25, 94, 100, 101]. For example, SLIP
models have been used to demonstrate the self-stabilizing effects of late swing leg retraction [113]
and stiffening [17, 39], as discussed in greater detail in Section 1.3.
The stability of a spring-mass system is typically gauged as the number of strides until
failure [50]. A SLIP model may exhibit stable limit cycle behavior even while running with a
constant spring stiffness and angle of attack in the presence of small terrain variations [50, 112].
In other words, following a perturbation, the system may be able converge back to its steady state
over time. The basin of attraction of this steady state can be widened with late swing retraction,
stiffening, and/or lengthening of the leg [17, 18, 39, 113], allowing the system to self-stabilize
following larger perturbations.
The dynamics of an energy conservative spring-mass model are completely determined by
its state at the instant when it comes into contact with the ground [12, 50]. Assuming the mass
and the rest length of the spring remain constant, it follows that the CoM trajectory may be most
easily influenced by control of the stiffness and attack angle at touchdown. These parameters have
been controlled in the past through constant rates of retraction and stiffening [17, 18, 113], with
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the goal of enlarging the basin of attraction for limit cycle behaviors. However, direct control of
the apex height is forfeited by imposing the constraint that these rates of change remain constant.
The dynamics of the stride may be controlled and the CoM trajectory fine-tuned by making the
swing leg controller a function of time.
The benefits of harnessing passive dynamics while in contact with the ground are not limited
to an immediate mechanical disturbance rejection. Power requirements can be significantly reduced
by limiting control of the leg to the flight phase, when motors do not need to work against the full
weight of the system. Passive self-stabilization also reduces the dependence of the system on high
speed sensor feedback and state perception. When stability is maintained through active correction
of measured disturbances, current sensor information must collected, filtered, interpreted, and a
reaction calculated, and the appropriate commands carried out by actuators all within the control
loop. Millisecond delays here can cause the system to fail. Real-time state perception and motor
control become unnecessary when the system is capable of passive self-stabilization. In this case,
sensing requirements can be reduced to the identification of the apex event – necessary in order to
initiate late swing control.
Late swing control may be posed as a cyclic pattern of motor activation akin to the output
of a biological central pattern generator (CPG). In the context of the SLIP model, the CPG would
begin to fire at the apex, driving the leg through a repetitive sequence of stiffnesses and attack
angles until the touchdown event, when active control of the leg ceases. The combination of CPGbased control architectures and morphologies conducive to passive mechanical self-stabilization is a
powerful one. We have already seen that the robust preflexive response of a cockroach’s limbs allows
for constantly clocked muscle activation potentials in the presence of ground height variation greater
in magnitude than the cockroach’s own hip height [118]. This constant period of muscle activation
could have significant implications for engineered control systems. Having already reduced sensory
requirements to the identification of the apex event, a SLIP model may forgo even inertial sensing
if it can rely on a constantly clocked CPG. A SLIP model with active swing leg control could
thus remain stable with only a binary-state pushbutton in order to indicate ground contact, when
retraction and stiffening can cease.
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A method of identifying late swing control trajectories is presented here that results in
touchdown parameters that control the subsequent apex height and preserve a constant stride
period. This method is presented first in the context of an apex preservation control target. By
apex preservation, it is meant that the system’s vertical apex position does not change with respect
to a global coordinate system regardless of the height of the ground with which it comes into contact.
This is equivalent to running with a constant distance from the center of the Earth. Following the
development of the apex preserving control scheme, the same method is applied to the identification
of late swing control trajectories that preserve a constant stride period while effecting gradual apex
adaptations to terrain variations. It is then shown that the method of controller development
can be extended to terrain following, in which the apex height remains constant relative to the
ground rather than a global coordinate frame. In all cases, the constant stride period and passive
mechanical response of the compliant leg reduce sensing requirements to the detection of ground
contact.
A genetic algorithm (GA) is used to identify touchdown stiffnesses and attack angles that
produce the desired passive SLIP response to various ground heights. The cost function used to
assess each set of touchdown parameters is determined by simulating a single stride and measure
the deviation of the model at the following apex from the desired apex height and stride period.
In the following sections, the implementation of SLIP model and GA are detailed, the steps that
lead to the clock-driven control method are formalized, and the performance of the feedforward
controller is assessed in response to various environmental conditions.

3.3

SLIP Implementation

The SLIP model is composed of a point mass, m, atop a massless spring, as illustrated in
Figure 3.1. The dynamics of the system are governed by the passive response of the spring leg to
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Figure 3.1: SLIP model with late swing retraction and stiffening.
the momentum of the point mass while in contact with the ground, modeled as








ẍCoM   −F ∗ cos(α)/m 


=
F ∗ sin(α)/m − g
ÿCoM

(3.1)

where α is the angle of the leg with respect to the horizontal, g is the acceleration of gravity, and
F is the spring force
F = −∆l ∗ k

(3.2)

determined by the compression ∆l and stiffness k of the spring. During each simulation step, the
angle and length of the leg are recomputed from the relative positions of the foot (xf , yf ) and CoM
(xCoM , yCoM ) as

α = tan
l=

p

−1



yCoM − yf
xf − xCoM



,

(xf − xCoM )2 + (yf − yCoM )2 , and

∆l = l0 − l.

(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)

Energy is stored in the spring between the touchdown event and maximum compression.
This energy is recovered as the spring extends back to its rest length, l0 , at which point the system
ceases to exert a force on the ground. The momentum of the CoM launches the system into a
ballistic flight phase. When the CoM reaches the apex, the leg is reset to attack angle α0 . In the
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Table 3.1: Initial conditions used in simulation were chosen based on motion capture data [72] and
studies of human treadmill running [22, 23].
Initial Velocity
ẋA
des (m/s)
4
5
6

Initial Apex Height
hA
des (cm)
95.0
94.5
93.0

Target Stride Period
T0 (s)
0.3625
0.3500
0.2750

presence of late swing retraction and stiffening, the attack angle and spring stiffness are then varied
as functions of time, α(t) and k(t). The next touchdown event occurs at the time t at which

yCoM − l0 ∗ sin(α(t)) ≤ yG ,

(3.6)

where yG and yCoM are the vertical positions of the ground and point mass, respectively. The foot
is treated as a stationary pivot point throughout the stance phase.
Runge-Kutta integration with a step size of 10−5 s is used to compute the updated system
state during each simulation step. The inequality in Equation 3.6 is required to handle small errors
that arise due to the discrete nature of the simulation.
The traditional SLIP model is energy conservative. Damping and impact losses are not
modeled, nor are foot slippage or ground deformation. Discrete simulation does, however, incur
unavoidable energy fluctuations, which can lead to velocity drift when a simulation runs over tens
of strides.
The SLIP model developed in this chapter has been given an 80 kg mass and spring of rest
length l0 = 1 m to foster humanoid biomimicry [53, 113]. The jogging trials of Carnegie Mellon
Motion Capture Database [72] Subject #35 (total leg length approximately 99 cm) were averaged to
anchor the apex height and velocity combinations employed in this study (Table 3.1) with plausible
human values. The variations in apex height and stride period with speed in Table 3.1 are based
on established patterns observable in human running [22, 23].
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3.4

Offline Search for Touchdown Conditions

The passive dynamics of an energy conservative SLIP model are determined by the system
state at the instant of touchdown. Control of the swing leg can therefore be used to foster desired
stride characteristics.

Offline search is employed here in order to identify late swing control

trajectories that will preserve constant stride period and adjust the apex height in accordance
with a preselected maximum ψ in response to a range of ground height variations.
The search space requires dimensions only for the stiffness k and attack angle α with
which the system will contact the ground. Late swing stiffening and retraction are not modeled
during search. A genetic algorithm (GA) [95] is run independently for each of several ground
height variations within some range of interest – in this work, yG = [−10, 10] cm. Individuals are
composed of (k, α) pairs from the search space. Each individual is evaluated by simulating a single
stride over the given ground height using the stiffness and attack angle defined by the search space
coordinates of the individual. The rest of the system state is initialized according to Table 3.1.
The cost c of each individual is determined by discrepancies between the desired stride period T0
and apex height above the ground hdes and those of the system at the apex following its evaluation
stride, according to the equation

c = wT ∗ |T(k,α) − T0 | + wh ∗ |h(k,α) − hdes |

(3.7)

with weights wT = 10.5 and wh = 0.06 chosen to scale period and height errors such that millisecond
and millimeter deviations are similarly influential, with a slight bias in favor of temporal accuracy.
The static apex controller seeks to maintain a constant vertical apex position yCoM regardless of
the ground height. The desired height above the ground hdes used in the cost function is therefore
0
set equal to the initial height yCoM
− yG for this controller. The apex event is sensed during offline

search as the point at which the ẏ ≤ 0 m/s. This is necessary in order to terminate evaluation
strides used to compute the cost function. The controller constructed from these search results does
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Figure 3.2: Example response surfaces showing the stride periods (top left) apex heights (top
right) produced by individual control pairs (k, α) for a SLIP model running at 5 m/s over a +5 cm
ground height elevation. The cost (bottom) associated with each (k, α) combination is a function
of deviation from the desired stride period and apex height.
not require apex information, and none is provided to the system during the simulations presented
in Section 3.5.
There is no velocity term in Equation 3.7 because it is not possible to regulate the velocity
in tandem with the apex height without energy modulation. Deterministic fluctuations in velocity
are the necessary result of apex height adjustments in an energy conservative system.
An example of the search space is given in Figure 3.2 for a SLIP model running at 5 m/s
over a +5 cm ground height elevation. These response surfaces illustrate the stride periods and
apex heights that result from touching down with discrete (k, α) pairs. Note that the same stride
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period can be achieved with multiple (k, α) combinations. If only stride period preservation is of
interest, any one of these could present an acceptable control solution. The availability of several
possible stride period solutions, each with a unique apex height adjustment, makes it possible to
select the (k, α) pair that will also produce a controlled adaptation to variable terrain.
The crescent basin in the cost map of Figure 3.2 highlights the region of touchdown
conditions that preserve the stride period T0 and achieve the desired apex height hdes relatively
well. The goal of the GA is to identify the touchdown conditions that result in the lowest possible
cost. Separate GAs are run offline for ground heights in the range yG = [−10, 10] cm, at 1 cm
intervals. These independent searches yield a set of unique (k, α) pairs that generate the desired
behavior in response to a range of terrain variations. Due to the nature of discrete simulation, some
error is unavoidable. An integration step size of 10 µs has been used in this work, and stride period
errors less than 50 µs and apex height errors below 0.10 mm have been considered acceptable.
Figure 3.3 illustrates how continuous late swing control trajectories can be formed by interpolating
these independent search results across encountered ground elevations yG .
Interpolating search results with respect to ground height, as in Figure 3.3, leaves the system
dependent upon accurate range sensing at top of flight. The influence of ground height variation on
falling time is exploited in Figure 3.4 in order to reduce the dependence of the system on external
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Figure 3.4: Continuous control trajectories fit to 5 m/s static apex search results with respect to
observed touchdown time tclk .
sensory information. Touchdown time grows with the depth of ground height variations: more time
will pass between the apex and ground contact during a step down, and a step up will result in
a shorter fall. It was observed during preliminary investigations that a unique and deterministic
mapping of ground height variations to touchdown times emerges regardless of the rate of retraction
during late swing (which decreases falling time by pulling the foot underneath the body). The
magnitude of the ground height variation can therefore be identified by the observed touchdown
time, tTclkD . This mapping allows swing leg control to be framed as a function of an internal clock.
Figure 3.4 shows search results for a SLIP model running at 5 m/s over 21 ground height variations
in the range ±10 cm with a static apex control target (ψ = 0 cm). These stiffnesses and attack
angles are interpolated here with respect to the touchdown times observed during each search.

3.5

Multistride Simulation

A late swing controller is constructed by interpolating search results with respect to falling
time tTclkD , as in Figure 3.4. The controller does not have access to apex or ground height information
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Figure 3.5: Simulation of SLIP model running over a 10 cm level down at 5 m/s with the static
apex (ψ = 0) controller.
during simulation. Late swing control is triggered when the internal clock

tclk =

mod (tsimulation , T0 )

(3.8)

reaches the predetermined stride period T0 and resets to 0 s. Because the swing leg controller has
been trained to maintain a constant apex-to-apex stride period, each reset of the internal clock is
expected to coincide with an apex event. The leg angle is then reset to the maximum protraction
angle observed during training, and the late swing controller begins to trace the trajectory formed
from the interpolation of offline search results.
Contact sensing is used only to cease active swing leg control at the touchdown event. The
model is entirely passive during stance. The 10 cm level down in Figure 3.5 is not predicted, and
its depth is not sensed. The feedforward controller begins to follow the trajectories prescribed in
Figure 3.4 when the internal clock indicates that a new stride period has begun. The leg continues
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Figure 3.6: Simulation of SLIP model running over randomly generated terrain at 5 m/s with the
static apex (ψ = 0) controller.
to stiffen and retract until the touchdown event (which may occur at any time), when active control
is terminated. During the fourth stride in Figure 3.5, an unexpected drop in terrain results in an
extended falling time. The controller continues to stiffen and retract the leg during this time,
resulting in a greater k and α during the fourth stride. Because the controller has been trained
to preserve apex height, the model does not adjust its apex height to this terrain variation, and
the same delayed touchdown time is experienced in subsequent strides. Each step seems to the
controller to be a new unexpected 10 cm step down.
The controller continues to meet its constant stride period and apex height targets in more
complex terrain, such as the randomly generated ground height variations of Figure 3.6. Each
time the internal clock resets, indicating the beginning of a new stride, the leg is reset to the
(k, α) control pair that maps to the earliest touchdown time observed in the offline search results.
When tclk reaches this earliest observed touchdown time, the leg begins to retract and stiffen in
accordance with the interpolated control trajectories of Figure 3.4. These control trajectories are
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traced until the touchdown event, at which active control of the leg ceases and the passive stance
phase begins. Therefore, longer falling times correspond to stiffer and more retracted touchdown
conditions. The static apex controller employed in this simulation causes the system to return to
the same yCoM at each apex, regardless of terrain variation. In this case, each ground elevation
yG < 0 cm corresponds to a step down, resulting in a longer falling time, stiffer leg at touchdown,
and a steeper angle of attack. Each yG > 0 cm represents a step up, which causes the model to
contact the ground sooner than it would on flat terrain, with a more compliant and less retracted
touchdown configuration.

3.6

Passive Dynamic Apex Height Adjustment

Limit cycle systems can be pushed outside of the basin of attraction by large or monotonic
terrain variations. Control of the apex height that results from the passive dynamic response of
a compliant limb in contact with the ground can enhance the robustness of the system in such
environments. A control strategy is presented here that effects gradual adjustment of the apex
height. A constant vertical distance ψ is defined as the maximum allowable apex height adaptation
in response to a terrain variation.
As mentioned during the derivation of the apex preserving controller, multiple touchdown
solutions exist in Figure 3.2 that all preserve the stride period but that each produce a unique apex
height adjustment. It is therefore possible to select the (k, α) pair that will produce a controlled
adaptation to variable terrain without violating the constant stride period constraint. Complete
ground height variation GA sets (yG = [−10, 10] cm, at 1 cm intervals) are run for each desired
maximum apex height adjustment, ψ = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 cm. The static apex controller (ψ = 0 cm)
remains the same as that developed in the previous sections. For ψ > 0 cm, the model is expected
to adjust its apex height to terrain variations by ψ cm per stride, as detailed in Figure 3.7. In other
words, if a controller with ψ = 2 cm encountered a +3 cm level change, it should raise its apex by
2 cm during the first stride in contact with the new ground level and the remaining 1 cm during
the second stride, at which point it will seem to the controller as though it is once again running
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Figure 3.7: Return map describing the target behaviors of distinct controllers with maximum apex
height adjustments ψ = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 cm, where h∗ is the target vertical distance between
the apex and ground.
over flat ground at yG = 0 cm. A controller with ψ ≥ 3 cm should adapt to this +3 cm elevation
within a single stride.
The trajectories determined through offline search for height-adaptive controllers are given
in Figure 3.8. Common trends emerge in the general shapes of k and α graphs even though the
GAs for different maximum height adaptations ψ = [0, 5] – and for each ground height within
each maximum height adaptation – were executed independently. The polynomial degree of each
control trajectory is unaffected by ψ. All controllers exhibit parabolic stiffness and linear attack
angle patterns throughout late swing. In contrast to existing investigations into late swing SLIP
control [17, 113], no a priori assumptions were made about the shapes of these control curves.
These trends are purely the product of the interpolation of independent offline search results.
A central trend line emerges within the margins of complete terrain adaptation for all
ψ, highlighted in Figure 3.8. A general terrain following controller may be approximated by
extrapolating these central trend lines across a wider domain of touchdown times. Notice also
that greater maximum apex height adaptations require smaller k and α ranges and slower rates of
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Figure 3.9: Simulation of SLIP model running over a 10 cm level down at 5 m/s with each maximum
apex height adjustment (ψ = [0, 5] cm) controllers.
change. Terrain following may therefore require less robust hardware than the preservation of a
static apex elevation.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the terrain adaptive behaviors of the various ψ controllers. During
the first three strides, each SLIP model experiences level ground running, which requires the same
touchdown conditions regardless of ψ. The sudden change in ground elevation during the fourth
stride is neither expected nor sensed. Each controller simply follows its own control trajectories
until the touchdown event, when passive mechanics take over. Controllers with greater ψ adapt
their apex heights to the new terrain conditions in fewer steps. After two strides, the ψ = 5 cm
model has already adapted its apex height to the lowered terrain and is able to return to its levelground touchdown conditions. The ψ =1 through 4 cm controllers return to level-ground behavior
over the course of several strides. The static apex model, on the other hand, continues to experience
a 10 cm drop during each stride following the level down.
When an isolated fluctuation in ground elevation is encountered, such as the +10 cm bump
in Figure 3.10, each controller makes an apex adjustment with the range of its own ψ, just as it
would when running over a sustained level change. When the ground returns to yG = 0 cm in the
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Figure 3.10: Simulation of SLIP model running over a 10 cm bump at 5 m/s with ψ = [0, 5] cm)
controllers.
next stride, it appears to each adaptive controller as a ground height change of −ψ, for which a
single stride is sufficient for complete apex height adaptation.
The ability to navigate more complex terrain variations is not hampered by the choice of
ψ, as demonstrated in Figure 3.11. This clocked, feedforward control paradigm is also robust to
the source of falling time fluctuations. Whether error is introduced by ground height variation or
an apex height perturbation brought about by some external force is of no consequence. Figure 3.7
0
demonstrates that initializing a simulation at an apex of yCoM
= hdes + 10 cm with yG = 0 cm is

equivalent, from a controls perspective, to running over a sustained level down of yG = −10 cm
0
with an initial apex of yCoM
= hdes . In both cases, the apex height adjusting controllers gradually

adapt the apex relative to the ground until it reaches hdes . The static apex controller (ψ = 0 cm,
not shown) preserves the elevated apex height, just as it would continue to return to the nominal
apex height following a 10 cm level down.
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Figure 3.11: Simulation of SLIP model running over randomly generated terrain at 5 m/s with
ψ = [0, 5] cm) controllers.
3.7

The Effects of Stride Period on Control Trajectories

Solutions exist for the preservation of a range of stride periods. The response surfaces of
Figure 3.2 suggest that any of a broad, continuous range of stride periods could be maintained
with the selection of appropriate (k, α) pairs. In Figure 3.13, for example, a static apex controller
trained to maintain a 0.4 s stride period is juxtaposed with the T0 = 0.3625 s, ψ = 0 cm controller
developed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
The polynomial degree of the k and α trajectories is not affected by the change in stride
period. The range of necessary control values, however, shrinks as the stride period grows longer.
The same is true of the stiffness derivative: running with a shorter stride period requires hardware
that can stiffen more quickly during late swing. As the domain of expected touchdown times is
already quite small – there are only approximately 100 ms in which to adapt to the full 20 cm
range of ground height variations – the speed at which the stiffness or attack angle of the leg
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Figure 3.12: Poincaré map illustrating the multistride behavior of the ψ = 1, 2, 3, and 5 cm
controllers in response to a +10 cm change in initial apex height.
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Figure 3.14: Control trajectories for 4 m/s (left) and 6 m/s (right) running.
can be adjusted may become a limiting factor in the design of a physical prototype. Figure 3.13
provides an example of how it is possible to achieve equivalent behaviors (e.g. clocked running with
static apex) within the bounds of different physical constraints. A stride period may be chosen
to accommodate the capabilities of the available hardware without altering the proposed control
architecture.

3.8

The Effects of Speed on Control Trajectories

Running speed, like stride period, influences the range and rate of change of control trajectories but does not alter the general trend. Controllers for 4 and 6 m/s running are shown in
Figure 3.14 for ψ ∈ [0, 5] cm. Variations in stride period and apex height were chosen to reflect
those in human treadmill running [22, 23]. The combination of increased velocity, shorter stride
period, and lower apex height leads to a much larger range of stiffness values in 6 m/s running than
observed at 4 or 5 m/s. Sharp increases in rates of retraction and stiffening are also observed at
6 m/s, indicating a need for significantly more responsive hardware.
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3.9

Preliminary Extension to Terrain Following

The ability to maintain control in landscapes with sustained slopes has been a principal
motivator in the development of a terrain following controller.
A common trend emerges in the magnified stiffness and attack angle trajectories of Figure 3.8. All controllers trace the same touchdown conditions within the range of their maximum
height adaptations, ψ. It is within this range that a controller completely adapts to a change in
ground height within a single stride. This trend may be extrapolated to adapt to ground height
variations larger than ±5 cm within a single stride rather than training new controllers with larger
ψ.
Polynomial regression of ψ=5 cm search results within the ±5 cm yG range was used to
approximate a feedforward terrain following controller. Upon close inspection, it has been found
that the stiffnesses observed during steps up (yG > 0) and steps down (yG < 0) are described by
two unique (albeit similar) second-order polynomials that meet at the point where yG = 0 cm. For
5 m/s running with the given initial conditions (Table 3.1), the touchdown event on level ground
occurs at tclk = 0.0881 s. Similarly, in order to obtain a functional level of accuracy, the attack
angle must be split into two first-order polynomial approximations that meet at tclk = 0.0881 s.
The terrain following swing leg controller therefore consists of the two piecewise functions


 1315.0 ∗ t2 − 74.4 ∗ tclk + 12.9, tclk > 0.0881
clk
k=

2
 883.9 ∗ t + 2.5 ∗ tclk + 9.5,
tclk ≤ 0.0881
clk


 −169.7 ∗ tclk + 39.9, tclk > 0.0881
α=

 −171.9 ∗ tclk + 40.1, tclk ≤ 0.0881

(3.9)

(3.10)

where k is measured in kN/m and α in degrees.

This terrain following controller is juxtaposed in Figure 3.15 with ψ = 0 cm search results
in order to highlight the differences in their stiffness requirements and retraction rates. Apex
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Figure 3.15: Approximation of a terrain following controller through polynomial regression of
search results for complete terrain adaptation (ψ = 5 cm within the ±5 cm yG range). Static apex
(φ = 0 cm) search results shown for comparison.
height adaptation may significantly reduce strain on limb actuators and facilitate the design and
implementation of legged systems with somewhat relaxed hardware requirements.
Equations 3.9 and 3.10 were employed in the multi-stride simulation of Figure 3.16. As
before, no apex or ground height information is provided to the controller. Late swing retraction
and stiffening are triggered by the internal clock, which traces the control trajectories described
by Equations 3.9 and 3.10 until the touchdown event. The model is governed by the passive
mechanical response of the spring during stance. The system is able to completely adapt to the
10 cm drop in a single stride without additional training. In the presence of much greater terrain
variations, however, only a single stride may be possible with an energy conservative model due
to the associated velocity error. Although this interpolation is capable of completely adapting the
apex height to the −10 cm level change within a single stride, the effects of the velocity error
are apparent in the slight oscillations observable in subsequent strides when one looks closely at
Figure 3.16. Because the controller is based on a feedforward clock, the temporal perturbations
introduced by velocity fluctuations result in imprecisions. While an apex preserving controller can
only accumulate errors such as these, an adaptive controller can correct itself over time without
additional sensing.
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approximated terrain following controller (Figure 3.15). Close consideration of small perturbations
in touchdown stiffnesses and attack angles following the level down indicates that the change in
velocity coupled with the change in apex height does impact the clock-driven control mechanism.
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3.10

Challenges Posed by Monotonic Terrain

The benefits of terrain following become clearer in monotonic terrain. In Figure 3.17, for
example, SLIP models encounter an ascending staircase of 5 cm steps. Controllers with smaller
ψ trip when the combination of their apex heights and initial attack angles cause their feet to
collide with the next stair when the leg is reset at the apex event. The black circle that marks
each ψ = 0 cm apex, for example, disappears after the second ground contact, because the SLIP
model using this controller trips and falls before the third touchdown event. Similarly, the ψ = 1
and 2 cm controllers fail after the fifth stride. Only the more quickly adaptive controllers make it
to the tenth step.
However, a large ψ alone is not sufficient to produce robust feedforward legged locomotion
in monotonic terrain. The SLIP model discussed here is energy conservative, which means that each
positive apex height adaptation results in a proportionally negative velocity fluctuation, and vice
versa. The presented feedforward control mechanism relies on an internal clock and an adherence
to a strictly enforced stride period. Although it was possible to find touchdown conditions that
preserve a given stride period while adapting the apex to a range of ground heights, the velocity
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Figure 3.18: Simulation of SLIP model running down 5 cm stairs at 5 m/s with ψ = [0, 5] cm)
controller.
of the model during the next stride must necessarily differ from that experienced during training.
Terrain fluctuations will therefore no longer map to the same falling times observed during offline
training. In conditions like that of Figure 3.11 where the model encounters both steps up and
steps down, velocity will fluctuate about the expected mean, and the controllers may remain stable
indefinitely. In monotonic terrain, however, the velocity error will continue to compound until the
controller fails.
In Figure 3.18, each adaptive model begins to speed up as its apex elevation decreases. This
increase in velocity results in a shorter falling time than would have been experienced during a 5 cm
step down with an initial velocity of 5 m/s. This shorter falling time causes the model to contact
the ground with touchdown parameters meant for a shallower step (closer to yG = 0 cm). The
model therefore unintentionally overshoots its maximum apex height adaptation ψ, and experiences
a lower apex elevation than it should following each step down. None of the controllers modeled in
Figure 3.18 failed in terms of tripping and falling, as in Figure 3.17, but only larger ψ continue to
approximate their desired apex height targets.
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tTclkD < 21 T0

tTclkD > 12 T0

Figure 3.19: The maximum possible step down is limited by the requirement that touchdown occur
within the first half of the stride period.
The constraint that a constant stride period must be maintained limits the maximum terrain
variation to which this controller can adapt. Falling time increases with the height above the terrain,
which means that the touchdown event may exceed half of the stride period for large steps down,
as illustrated in Figure 3.19. In this case, the static apex controller in particular would be unable
to reach the next apex before the internal clock reset.
Likewise, a large enough step up will cause the model to contact the ground at or before
the internal clock indicates an apex. In the case that the model contacts at tclk = 0 s, no retraction
or stiffening will be possible.
An additional challenge posed by monotonic terrain is the selection of the range of ground
height variations for which offline search will be performed. The more terrain variations the model
is trained for, the more time consuming offline search will become. The controllers presented
here were trained only for a ±10 cm range of ground heights. Because of this limitation, after
the second step down in Figure 3.18, the static apex controller is already encountering a ground
elevation (−15 cm) for which it was not trained. This represents another source of error — in
addition to velocity drift — that causes controllers with smaller ψ to drift away from their apex
targets.
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These obstacles may be overcome by integrating energy modulation into a terrain following
controller. Velocity could then be regulated as the apex is adjusted. The following chapter addresses
these concerns and builds upon the control methodology presented here in order to help the model
overcome damping forces.
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CHAPTER 4:
CLOCK-DRIVEN ENERGY CONTROL FOR TERRAIN FOLLOWING

4.1

Introduction

The energy of a spring-mass system consists of the kinetic and potential energies of the
CoM and energy stored in the compressed spring (see Equation 1.1). For simplicity’s sake, system
energy is usually assessed at the top of flight, when the spring is uncompressed and the only nonzero
component of velocity is horizontal. Because the SLIP model is energy conservative, changes in apex
height from one step to another are coupled with fluctuations in velocity. In order to maintain the
velocity of a SLIP model while adapting the CoM height to changing terrain, as in Figure 4.1, energy
must be actively controlled. Due to the deterministic relationships among energy, apex height, and
velocity, the change in velocity that will be incurred by an apex height adaptation is known a priori.
The energy change that will maintain constant velocity may therefore be calculated as a function
of the contact time in a clocked period system, just as swing leg commands were calculated in the
previous chapter.

l0
hA

k(tclk )
A
yCoM

α(tclk )

kT D
αT D

∆yG
Figure 4.1: SLIP model with late swing retraction and stiffening exhibiting apex height adaption.
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Table 4.1: Initial conditions and target values used in all simulations for both training and analysis.
Parameter
mass
leg length
forward velocity
vertical position
prescribed stride period

Symbol
m
l0
ẋA
CoM
A
yCoM
T0

Value
10 kg
50 cm
5 m/s
47.25 cm
0.35 s

The terrain adaptive control methodology of Chapter 3 is extended here to produce a control
method for terrain following with stable velocity. The deterministic relationships among velocity,
apex height, and energy ensures a continued sensory reliance on only a foot contact sensor in order
to trigger the transition between feedforward swing-leg control and feedforward energy management
during stance. Stance-phase actuation is appended here to a terrain following swing leg controller
in order to actively modulate system energy during stance.
The proposed limb control method may be applied to the independent operation of each leg
in a multipedal system. This concept is demonstrated in this chapter with a bipedal SLIP model
that employs a copy of the controller in each leg without any communication between the two. Such
a control method will facilitate the development of passively self-stabilizing legged robots capable
of robust performance at high speeds on challenging terrain.
The effects of damping are also addressed here in the interest of facilitating physical
implementations in the future.

4.1.1

SLIP Model

The SLIP model consists of a point mass m affixed to a massless linear spring of rest length
l0 , stiffness k, and attack angle α. The physical characteristics of the model used in this chapter
are presented in Table 4.1 and have been chosen according to the 1:2 dynamic scaling of an 80 kg
human with 1 m long leg [4, 5].
Each simulation in this work is initialized at an apex. The point mass is launched forward
A
from height yCoM
with horizontal velocity ẋA
CoM (see Table 4.1) and zero vertical velocity. The CoM

traces a ballistic trajectory until the distal end of the leg spring makes contact with the ground.
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The stance phase behavior of an energy-conservative SLIP model is entirely passive. The
compression of the leg spring and CoM trajectory are wholly determined by the momentum of the
point mass at the instant of ground contact, the length of the leg, and the touchdown conditions k
and α. The model presented here incorporates stance-phase energy control, which influences CoM
dynamics during stance by moving the anchor point of the spring relative to the CoM (discussed
in Section 4.2).
The model enters a new ballistic flight phase at the liftoff event, when the leg spring returns
to its rest length and ceases to exert a force on the ground. The leg is reset to maximum protraction
angle α(tclk = 0) when the internal stride clock (Equation 3.8) resets.
During the offline search (Section 4.3), detection of the apex event is used to terminate
individual stride evaluations for training purposes. The trained controller is not provided with any
top of flight information during online operation. Controls are based entirely on the internal clock
signal described in Equation 3.8 and detection of ground contact.

4.2

Energy Management

The literature is abundant with methods for energy management that are theoretically
equivalent, and all useful tools in the study of stable legged running. A virtual piston may be
used to augment the energy of a SLIP system instantaneously without immediately affecting the
position of the point mass. This instantaneous change in spring compression is equivalent to
modifying the rest length of the spring during stance [66, 67]. Energy can be similarly controlled
with an instantaneous change in spring stiffness [129]. In the ESLIP template [75], both rest
length and stiffness of the spring undergo an instantaneous change during maximum compression.
These methods have fostered the investigation of energy management in simulation with minimal
alterations to the traditional SLIP template. However, instantaneous displacement and stiffening
pose challenges for physical implementation, which is the ultimate goal of this work.
[62] advocates the stiffness control of revolute joints as an effective biomimetic solution. A
method of stiffness-controlled energy augmentation was developed based in part on the behavior of
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the antagonistic muscle pairs which adjust the stiffnesses of the joints in animal limbs. However,
segmented limbs are outside the scope of the present work, which seeks to exploit the SLIP template
to its full potential before incurring additional complexity.
Several systems, including ScoutII, use torque from the hip motors to replenish energy losses
incurred during running [6, 94, 97, 115].
[67] derives an elegant method of energy management in which work ∆E is done on the
system by gradually modifying the stiffness k of the spring between maximum compression (at leg
length lmin ) and liftoff (when the leg length returns to its rest length).
Variable stiffness actuators such as pleated pneumatic artificial muscles [29, 122–124] and
RHex’s C-legs [47, 48] have been employed in successful physical systems, but often incur simultaneous changes in length. The effects of changing stiffness and leg length in concert over the
full course of the stance phase are discussed in [102]. However, constant rates of lengthening and
stiffening were employed which did not suit the feedforward adaptation requirement of the present
work.
Here, the anchor point relative to the body mass is modified gradually throughout stance
rather than varying the stiffness of the spring. This is dynamically equivalent to changing the rest
length of the spring, and may present a more straightforward option for a physical system. Such
a method of energy management could be implemented with, for example, a series elastic actuator
(SEA). The augmentation of energy via series elastic elements has been successfully implemented
in existing SLIP-based robots [5, 21]. Control of the spring anchor point ∆lSEA effectively alters
the total leg length lLO , at which liftoff will occur:

lLO = l0 + ∆lSEA .

(4.1)

The variable stiffness method in [67] is adapted here to calculate a change in rest length
rather than stiffness.

The dynamic equivalence of rest length modification and anchor point

translation yields an SEA trajectory to be executed between maximum compression and liftoff
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as follows:
∆lSEA =

(l0 − l)
6∆E
∗ (l − lmin ) ∗
.
3
(l0 − lmin )
k

(4.2)

A virtual SEA has been chosen as an energy modulation device in order to avoid instantaneous changes that might be difficult to implement in a physical system. Employing an SEA
rather than variable stiffness during stance also keeps the range of stiffnesses required of the leg to
a minimum.
The swing leg does require variable stiffness, which may be realized through various mechanisms such as C-legs [47, 48] and pneumatic artificial muscles [29, 122–124]. The length and stiffness
of a variable stiffness actuator are often interdependent. Length changes could be integrated into
the current controller simply by characterizing the desired actuator’s length-stiffness relationship
and associating a predetermined ∆l0 with each stiffness k during the offline search.

4.3

Offline Search

A genetic algorithm (GA) [95] was used to search for touchdown conditions (k, α) that
preserve stride period T0 and produce terrain following apex height adaptations. Because the
relationships among apex height, energy, and the anchor point are deterministic, the search remains
a two-dimensional optimization problem, as in [92]. Suitable solutions are sought independently of
one another for 21 ground height variations evenly distributed across the range −10 cm ≤ ∆yG ≤
10 cm. The range of ground height variations to which the controller may adapt could be extended
by enlarging this range to include steeper steps up and down. The ±10 cm range employed in this
work has been chosen to demonstrate a proof of concept within 20% of the leg length of the system.
Each (k, α) individual begins its simulation at height yCoM − ∆yG above the ground, with
A
A
no vertical velocity, and with forward velocity ẋA
CoM , where yCoM = 47.25 cm and ẋCoM = 5 m/s
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(Table 4.1). The cost function
A
A |
c(k, α) = wy ∗ |y(k,α)
− ydes
A
+wẋ ∗ |ẋA
(k,α) − ẋCoM |

(4.3)

+wT ∗ |T(k,α) − T0 |
+wF ∗ F(k,α)
A
is used to evaluate the performance of individuals based on the resulting apex height y(k,α)
and

velocity ẋA
(k,α) observed at the end of a single stride and the stride duration T(k,α) . The desired apex
A is that which corresponds to exact terrain following: y A = y
height ydes
CoM + ∆yG . The weights
des

wy = 0.06, wẋ = 6, and wT = 12 have been chosen to scale height, speed, and timing metrics such
that they would have roughly equivalent influence with a slight bias in favor of preserving stride
period. The term F(k,α) is a boolean value used to tax individuals that resulted in a fall with the
additional cost wF = 1. A fall is classified as any stride during which (1) the distal end of the spring
strays above the CoM, as in a cartwheel, (2) the forward velocity of the CoM becomes negative, or
(3) the CoM comes into contact with the ground.
As with the energy conservative SLIP model, the unique and deterministic nature of the
touchdown times associated with each ground height allows search results and energy modifications
to be described as functions of the stride clock rather than ground height variation. For example,
A
when the apex height at which a stride is initiated is yCoM
= 47.25 cm, corresponding to a change

in ground height of ∆yG = 0 cm, touchdown will occur at tTclkD = 0.114 s. The solid lines in
Figure 4.2 represent the linear interpolation of search results with respect to tclk . The controller
modifies k and α according to these continuous trajectories during late swing. The leg is held at the
touchdown conditions associated with tTclkD = 0.0689 s (the smallest tTclkD observed during training,
associated with ∆yG = +10 cm) until tclk reaches 0.0689 s, at which point the leg will begin to
retract and stiffen. The range of serviceable ground height variations may be extended as desired
by searching for appropriate touchdown conditions.
The maximum compression event and the associated leg length lmin are sensed during
training in order to implement the energy management method laid out in Equation 4.2. After
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Figure 4.2: Late swing control trajectories determined through offline search for clock-driven SLIP
terrain following with constant stride period and forward velocity.
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Figure 4.3: Stance-phase control of the series elastic actuator (SEA) injects energy in a feedforward
manner by indexing into a table of SEA displacements determined offline. The dashed line
corresponds to the SEA trajectory that produces the desired energy modulation in response to
a 10-cm step up, as demonstrated in the simulation of Figure 4.5.
training, when swing leg control functions have been chosen, the dynamics of the system are
deterministic and repeatable, and so the timing of the maximum compression event and the
minimum leg length no longer need to be sensed. The desired SEA trajectory is recorded for
individual responses to each of the 21 ground height variations using the touchdown conditions
identified through offline search. Recorded SEA trajectories are stored in a lookup table indexed
by the stride clock. During subsequent (non-training) simulations, the energy management system
performs bi-linear interpolations on this table in order to efficiently generate feedforward SEA
trajectories suitable for operation in response to ground height fluctuations for which no training
data was collected.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the anchor point trajectories ∆lSEA recorded to the lookup table
after training. During each stance phase in post-training simulations, the energy controller uses
the observed touchdown time tTclkD to index into the table and perform a bi-linear interpolation
with respect to tTclkD and time since the apex tclk . Contact times tTclkD correspond to ground height
changes of −10 cm (tTclkD = 0.159 s) through +10 cm (tTclkD = 0.069 s). Positive ∆lSEA values
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Figure 4.4: The proposed controller corrects apex height perturbations, returning to yCoM
within
a single stride. This behavior is analogous to terrain following in which variation is observed in the
apex height rather than the height of the ground.

indicate extension of the anchor point along the leg, away from the CoM, which compresses the
spring and increases the length of the leg when the spring is at rest, thereby injecting energy. This
is necessary to compensate for the reduction in velocity that would result from an increase in apex
height in an energy conservative system. Negative values indicate retraction of the anchor point,
which reduces the length of the leg when the spring is at rest, removing energy to correct for the
velocity increase an energy conservative system would experience during a decrease in apex height.

4.4

Performance

The controller is demonstrated here with a monopedal SLIP model running over a sustained
+10 cm change in ground height and also down stairs of random height. Separate copies of this
controller are then employed in each of a bipedal SLIP model’s legs as it runs over randomly
varying terrain. The performance of the controller is evaluated in each simulation in terms of
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both apex height adaptation and preservation of forward velocity. Data presented in the following
simulation results have been collected for reporting purposes only and were not made available to
the controller. The model detects only the internal time tTclkD at which contact occurs.
The proposed control method seeks to exhibit terrain following with constant apex velocity.
The apex height should adapt by ∆yG during the same stride at which a ground height variation
∆yG is encountered. Similarly, error introduced into the apex height of the system will be corrected
within one stride, as illustrated in the return map of Figure 4.4. Late swing retraction and stiffening
(Figure 4.2) are used to position the leg as it falls from the apex such that the attack angle and
spring stiffness at touchdown produce the desired passive mechanical adaptation in concert with a
feedforward approach to active energy control that stabilizes velocity. During stance, the touchdown
time tTclkD and internal clock signal tclk are used to perform bi-linear interpolation on the table
represented in Figure 4.3, which determines the trajectory to be executed by an SEA that moves
the anchor point of the spring. This is dynamically equivalent to altering the rest length of the
spring during stance, thereby modifying the energy of the system.

4.4.1

Level Up

While running over flat ground, as during the first three steps shown in Figure 4.5, the
model contacts the ground at tTclkD = 0.114 s. The touchdown conditions at this time are defined
by the stiffness k(0.114) = 3298.340 N/m and attack angle α(0.114) = 54.737◦ .
The fourth touchdown occurs at tTclkD = 0.0689 s, consistent with a ground height variation
of ∆y G = +10 cm. At this earlier touchdown time, the leg spring is both less stiff (k(0.0689) =
1969.196 N/m) and less retracted (α(0.0689) = 44.311◦ ).

The interpolation-based swing leg

controller holds the touchdown conditions at these values until tclk > 0.0689 s, so no retraction
or stiffening is observed before contact in stride four of Figure 4.5. The apex following this stride
A
demonstrates terrain following with observed yCoM
= 57.253 cm and ẋA
CoM = 5.000 m/s. This

represents an apex height error of 2.966 ∗ 10−3 cm relative to the desired height above the ground
A
yCoM
+ yG = 57.25 cm.
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Figure 4.5: The simulated SLIP model adapts to a +10 cm change in ground height within a single
stride. Gray regions indicate ground contact. Black circles mark apexes, and white diamonds mark
touchdown events. The extension of the anchor point as it injects energy during the perturbed
stride is represented as a dashed line in Figure 4.3.
The SEA only moves the anchor point during the perturbed step. Energy management
is not necessary during level ground running because velocity is naturally maintained as long as
the apex height remains unchanged. The peak during the perturbed stride of the ∆lSEA plot in
Figure 4.5 corresponds to the dashed line in Figure 4.3. The SEA trajectory is prescribed from
a lookup table at touchdown (see Methods) so that Equation 4.2 may be implemented without
sensing leg length.
Because the model completely adapts to the +10 cm change during the fourth stride, this
ground height constitutes level ground running following the initial step up. Therefore, even though
A
the model is reaching a new yCoM
, the touchdown conditions match those of the first three strides.

A maximum apex height error of 5.045 ∗ 10−3 cm is observed in the fifth stride. Maximum
velocity error is observed during the final apex, at 1.128 ∗ 10−4 m/s. The root mean square
A
(rms) errors observed over the course of the simulation are ǫrms (yCoM
) = 4.355 ∗ 10−3 cm and
−5 m/s. Errors of this magnitude are likely unavoidable without decreasing
ǫrms (ẋA
CoM ) = 5.689 ∗ 10

the integration step size during both training and simulation.
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Figure 4.6: The simulated SLIP model fully adapts to each step down of random height within
a single stride. Energy is removed during the stance phase of each step down via retraction of
the anchor point. Gray regions indicate ground contact. Black circles mark apexes, and white
diamonds mark touchdown events.
4.4.2

Stairs Down

Figure 4.6 shows the model running down stairs of random heights drawn from the [−10, 0] cm
range. The attack angle and stiffness observed at contact grow with touchdown time (Figure 4.2),
so greater values are observed during strides over steeper steps ∆yG . Translation of the SEA is
also proportional to the height of each stair, removing more energy during steeper steps down.
Maximum apex height and velocity errors are observed during the final stride at 4.230 ∗
10−4 m and 1.791 ∗ 10−3 m/s, respectively. Over the course of the simulation, rms errors of
A
−4 m/s are observed.
ǫrms (yCoM
) = 2.423 ∗ 10−4 m and ǫrms (ẋA
CoM ) = 9.641 ∗ 10

If velocity is not preserved, then the momentum of the model will increase while running
down a continuous slope, eventually causing it to fall forward. While running up an incline, the
model would gradually lose momentum until it could no longer compress the leg spring, resulting
in a fall backward. The stabilization of velocity allows a system to adapt to monotonic terrain.
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In addition, the effects of velocity fluctuations on touchdown time and stride period cause
the performance of the energy conservative feedforward swing leg controller to degrade in turn [92].
The ability to preserve velocity represents a significant extension to the algorithm.

4.4.3

Bipedal Terrain Following

The bipedal SLIP model is similar to that of Figure 4.1, with an additional spring anchored
to the point mass. Because only one leg of a running biped is in contact with the ground at a time,
a separate copy of the controller developed above may be applied to each spring of the bipedal
SLIP model. Although both legs are given the same prescribed stride period, each leg has its own
stride clock. The prescribed stride period is doubled to allow each leg to cycle through retraction,
stance, and protraction between stride clock reset events. Each leg spends half of this period in
late swing retraction and stance, and the other half in protraction as the opposite leg goes through
its own independent late swing and stance.
The two legs are able to function entirely independent of one another, with no communication and no additional sensing. The only modifications to the monopedal controller are that
(1) the cyclic control period of each leg is now twice as long (T0 = 0.70 s), (2) each leg now has
more time during which to protract between stance phases, and (3) the protracting swing leg must
shorten to avoid stubbing its toe. Shortening has been accomplished here through the translation
of the SEA during protraction, initiated at the apex tclk = T0 /2 = 0.35 s following the leg’s contact
phase. Motion of the hip and SEA during protraction are dictated by sinusoidal functions of the
stride clock. The SEA is reset at time tclk = T0 /2 = 0.35 s so that the total leg length is l0 at the
beginning of protraction. Late swing retraction and stiffening are triggered by the resetting of the
stride clock, as in the monopedal model. During late swing, the SEA remains in its rest position
and has no impact on the dynamics of the system.
The accompanying video shows the bipedal model running at 5 m/s. After one stride on
level ground, the model encounters three random ground height variations drawn from the range
[−10, 10] cm. It then runs up a flight of five stairs of random heights in the [0, 10] cm range,
takes one stride on level ground, and runs down a flight of five [−10, 0] cm randomly sized stairs
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Figure 4.7: Velocity-regulated terrain following is extended to a bipedal SLIP model without
modification to the control of the leg during late swing or stance.
before returning to level ground again. The trajectory traced by the CoM throughout this recorded
simulation is also presented here in Figure 4.7. Each leg uses a separate copy of the proposed
controller with its own stride clock, entirely independent of the other leg. The system is able to
regulate forward velocity while terrain following without modification to the control of the lateswing and stance leg behaviors demonstrated with the monopedal SLIP model, above.

4.5

Preliminary Prototyping: Lessons in Energy Control

Compliant limb elements are particularly attractive in robotics for their energy-saving
passive mechanics [2] and ability to self-stabilize [103, 112]. Raibert [100, 101] demonstrated early
on that the SLIP model could be extended to a physical prototype. SLIP principles have since been
applied to the design of successful multipedal systems like Scout II [94, 98], Cheetah-Cub [119],
RHex [117], and ATRIAS [28]. However, physical prototypes are not energy conservative. Andrews
et al., for instance, details the significant impact damping had on the design, simulation, and
implementation of their monopedal SLIP-based hopper [5].
The losses that would manifest in a physical system due to vibration and friction are not
modeled in the controller developed above. Preliminary prototypes constructed to explore the
efficacy of this control paradigm served as reminders of the importance of accounting for damping
forces.
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The first prototype was a variant of the SLIP-based monopod with SEA energy modulation
presented in [5]. The leg was constructed of a 0.25 in. aluminum shaft along which traveled four inseries compression springs and two hollow aluminum tubes: one on which the SEA and hip motors
were housed, and another to which the distal end of the SEA was fixed. The SEA consisted of a
two-link crank that was actuated by a single Dynamixel motor. A binary-state pressure-triggered
switch embedded in the toe served as a contact sensor. A CM-700 Robotis servo control board with
an ATMega2561 microcontroller was programmed in C to control the system, which was affixed to
a boom in order to minimize yaw and roll.
The system was unable to return to ballistic flight following touchdown. A significant
amount of energy appears to have dissipated as vibration and friction between system components
during the initial compression of the spring following touchdown. In addition, the off the shelf
Dynamixel motors that were available for this system did not meet estimated power requirements,
calculated using preliminary speed and torque estimates based on modeled late swing lengthening
rates and approximate system weight. Although there are off the shelf automotive motors (e.g.
marketed for windshield wipers) that met these requirements, they cost on the order of thousands
of dollars. With budgeting as a limiting factor, it was decided to pursue a pneumatically actuated
prototype.
The pneumatic prototype shown in Figure 4.8 was composed of two perforated C-channels
joined by a hinge. An air cylinder that spanned this knee-like joint caused the leg to extend and
contract with the flow of pressurized air. The same toe mechanism with a pressure-triggered binary
state switch was used to detect ground contact, and a vertical track was used in place of a boom.
An Arduino Mega was programmed in C to control the system’s solenoid valves, pressure regulator,
and contact sensor.
The pneumatic limb did have sufficient power to launch itself off the ground from a stationary stance into a ballistic flight phase, and could reach on the order of 20 cm of ground clearance
at top of flight. However, this apex height was not great enough to allow time to protract the leg
and initiate late swing retraction before the next touchdown event.
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Figure 4.8: Pneumatic prototype.
The time available to a leg for protraction is much greater in a two-legged system, as
demonstrated in Section 4.4.3. A bipedal system similar to the monopedal pneumatic prototype
discussed here may be able to implement the control methods developed in this work much more
successfully. Observing, however, that additional mechanical adjustments would be necessary, a
bipedal prototype has not yet been pursued. Principal among these concerns is the continued
significance of damping.
In hopes of relying on the compressibility of air, metal compression springs were not
integrated into the initial pneumatic system design. However, despite Kevlar wrappings at all
pneumatic joints, air leakage rendered this method of energy storage insufficient. Metal springs
could be introduced in series with the air cylinder in order to improve energy recovery during stance.
Specialized low-friction tubes may also mitigate flow issues, as would optimizing the pneumatic
circuitry to minimize the lengths of all tubing and the number of junctions and connectors. It was
also clear from observation of hopping trials that vibration and friction in the mechanical design
still had a significant impact on system performance.
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Initial performance suggests that it is insufficient to correct for damping after developing
a controller. Rather, energy lost to vibration and friction within the system itself dominates the
dynamics to such an extent that it is difficult for the prototype to enter the flight phase. Sufficient
height to allow time to protract the leg during flight and initiate late swing retraction and stiffening
was therefore out of the question.
Energy dissipation at touchdown is discussed for one-legged spring-mass hoppers in [62].
Once the damping of a physical prototype has been characterized, it can be incorporated into the
feedforward energy control method, as in [5]. The following sections discuss the incorporation of
damping into the clock-driven terrain following controller.

4.6

Clock-Driven Terrain Following in the Presence of Damping

Energy control must compensate for the effects of damping in order to enable sustainable
multi-stride traversal of variable terrain without high-bandwidth detection and correction of velocity
errors. In Sections 4.1 through 4.4, the deterministic relationships among apex height, velocity, and
system energy allow the magnitude of the energy modulation to be precomputed at the touchdown
event as a function of ground height variation. In the presence of damping, however, energy
requirements are not so easily predicted. In order to facilitate physical implementation, damping
losses must be considered. The effect of variable damping on the proposed clock-driven controller
is investigated in this section, and the controller is found to be robust to inexact characteristic
damping estimates and step-to-step damping variations typically occurring on natural terrain.
Note that while damping is frequently referred to in engineering literature as something
that must be overcome, it is not necessarily undesirable. Dissipation of energy due to the damping
inherent in physical systems and impedance of the ground is not only unavoidable but crucial
for the self-stability of physical systems, particularly during the touchdown event [15]. The SLIP
model must therefore be anchored with damping and energy modulation before it may be used to
accurately describe a physical system, biological or robotic. Humans, for example, use the control of
leg stiffness [43] and mechanical work [81] to adapt to changes in ground compliance and damping.
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Table 4.2: Initial conditions of the damped SLIP model.
Parameter
Symbol
Value
mass
m
10 kg
leg length
l0
50 cm
forward velocity
ẋA
5 m/s
CoM
A
vertical position
yCoM
47.25 cm
stride period
T0
0.35 s
damping constant
β
0, 250, 500, and 1000 Nsm−2
The inclusion of damping in SLIP models leads to stability given a wider range of stiffening and
lengthening rates [102].
It is unclear how much and in what way inertial information is used by animals running at
high speeds over uneven terrain, but in spite of the continual improvements in sensing technology
and computational power, a legged robot running over uneven terrain will likely need to rely on
feedforward control elements and preflexive design components. The work presented here shows
efforts to remove the need for inertial sensing as legged robots run over uneven terrain, regardless
of damping.
More specifically, the purpose of the this section is to investigate the ability of a feedforward,
clocked SLIP controller to overcome damping losses in the system which make the energy requirements less predictable. In order to compensate for energy lost to damping with a clocked controller,
the magnitude of energy dissipation must be understood at touchdown as in the undamped terrain
following model [37]. Damping force is dependent upon limb dynamics throughout the entire
stance phase, less easily computed offline than energy control for the velocity stabilization of an
undamped SLIP model. Energy addition has therefore been framed in this work as a searchoptimized parameter. The touchdown conditions for different ground height perturbations are now
determined through a search in three-dimensional space where the axes are defined as leg stiffness,
attack angle, and energy addition.

4.6.1

Damped SLIP Model

The physical characteristics of the SLIP model used in this work are listed in Table 4.2.
These remain largely the same as those of Sections 4.1 through 4.4 (see Table 4.1), with the addition
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of the damping constants. These constants are employed one at a time in separate controllers and
simulations in order to assess the effects of damping on control primitives and system performance.
Damping forces dissipate energy stored in the leg spring during stance. A bilinear damping
model [1] has been used in the interest of simulating realistic damping forces. Total leg force is
calculated as
F = −k∆l − β l̇∆l

(4.4)

where ∆l is change in leg length, β is the damping constant of the leg, and l̇ is the rate of change
of the leg length. Note that the units of the damping constant are Nsm−2 rather than the typical
Nsm−1 due to the nature of the bilinear damping model.
In order to stabilize forward velocity and compensate for energy loss due to damping, a
SLIP model requires some method of energy control. Energy control is realized in the following
simulations through modulation of the spring stiffness between maximum compression (leg length
lmin ) and liftoff (when the leg returns to length l0 ) according to the formula

∆k =

6∆E
∗ (l − lmin )
(l0 − lmin )3

(4.5)

where ∆E is the predetermined energy addition and l is the current length of the leg during each
control step [67].
Although stiffness control of a physical prototype may be less intuitive than length control,
variable stiffness actuators do exist [29, 47, 48, 122–124], and are already required by the swingleg controller. The pneumatic prototype discussed above, for example, is unable to dynamically
augment its rest length. The air cylinder has a fixed maximum extension that is reached every
time the leg enters a ballistic flight phase. However, changing the pressure within the cylinder
has a direct impact on its stiffness. The marked improvement in performance of the pneumatic
prototype over the SEA-powered electromechanical system motivated this shift from length control
to stiffness control for energy modulation. When stiffness and length are deterministically coupled,
as in many pneumatic and artificial muscle actuators, this relationship can be represented with
minimal alterations to the offline search and online simulation methods discussed in this work.
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4.6.2

Offline Search with Unknown Energy Requirements

The magnitude of the energy correction is no longer known at the instant of touchdown in the
presence of damping, this quantity is introduced as a third dimension in the search for touchdown
conditions. The genetic algorithm (GA) used in the development of previous controllers exhibited
a much longer time until convergence (measured in generations of the search space population)
under these conditions and often became trapped in local minima. A particle swarm optimization
(PSO) algorithm [95] was found to converge on global minima with much more speed and accuracy
in this search space. PSO is therefore used in to identify (k, α, ∆E) control triplets for the damped
SLIP model that preserve stride period and velocity while producing terrain following apex height
adjustments in response to ground height variations in the [−10, 10] cm range.
Each individual is evaluated by simulating a stride with the corresponding control triplet.
During the offline search, no late-swing retraction or stiffening is employed. The orientation and
spring constant of the leg are held constant until touchdown, when passive mechanics and the
stiffness-modulated energy response take over. The minimum leg length lmin , which corresponds to
maximum compression, is sensed during search in order to implement stance-phase energy control
(Equation 4.5) without prior information regarding the timing of the maximum compression event.
The actual apex event is also sensed during search in order to terminate each stride evaluation at
top of flight following a single stance phase. The cost function then taxes errors in apex height
A
hA = yCoM
− yG , apex velocity ẋA , and stride period T relative to predetermined desired values
A
hA
des = 47.25 cm, ẋdes = 5 m/s, and T0 = 0.35 s. The cost function also includes an additional

penalty for individuals that fall (F ) before liftoff. The total cost of each individual (k, α, ∆E) is
computed as
A
c(k, α, ∆E) = wh ∗ |hA
(k,α,∆E) − hdes |
A
+wẋ ∗ |ẋA
(k,α,∆E) − ẋdes |

+wT ∗ |T(k,α,∆E) − T0 |
+wF ∗ F(k,α,∆E)
with hand-tuned weights wy = 0.09, wẋ = 4, wT = 12, and wF = 2.
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Figure 4.9: Offline search results for the SLIP model with damping constants β = 0 (filled black
circle), 250 (red square), 500 (open blue circle), and 1000 Nsm−2 (black diamond).
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Figure 4.10: Stance-phase stiffness modulation for energy control. Once the touchdown event
occurs, and tTclkD is known, the trajectory of the stiffness change during stance as a function of the
continuously running clock, tclk , is known and can be implemented in a completely feedforward
manner.
The search for (k, α, ∆E) triplets that produce the desired stride dynamics is performed
independently for each of 21 ground height variations in the range [−10, 10] cm. These search results
are then interpolated with respect to the time tTclkD at which the model contacts the ground while
using the associated control triplet, as shown in Figure 4.9 for damping constant β = 500 Nsm−2 .
This results in a continuous adaptation of each parameter, which for the attack angle becomes
late-swing retraction. Each ground height variation results in a unique falling time, which allows
stiffness and retraction to be controlled during late swing as clocked functions of time since the
apex tclk , as well as for the identification of the desired energy addition profile at the instant of
touchdown tTclkD .
Stiffness trajectories for energy control during stance are recorded offline for each of the
search-identified control triplets and their associated ground height variations. These stiffness
trajectories are then stored in a table indexed by tTclkD , as represented by the surface shown in
Figure 4.10. While operating online, stance-phase energy control is implemented by interpolating
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between rows of this stiffness control table based on the observed touchdown time. Terrain-specific
energy modulation is achieved in this way without sensing the maximum compression event or lmin .
Apex event information is not supplied to the controller while operating online. The actual
apex event is identified in the figures below for reporting purposes only.

4.6.3

Performance in the Presence of Damping

During online operation, the swing leg controller is triggered during each time the internal
clock (Equation 3.8) reaches the stride period and is reset to zero. Because a 10 cm step up is
the highest ground height variation (and therefore the earliest tTclkD ) for which the desired attack
angle and stiffness are found during offline search, the leg is initialized to these values at tclk = 0 s
and held there until tclk passes the touchdown time observed for this terrain elevation. After this
time, the leg begins to retract and stiffen in order to track the landing conditions prescribed in
Figure 4.9.
For β = 500 Nsm−2 , for example, the control triplet identified for a 10 cm step up is
(k, α, ∆E) = (1269.6 N/m, 44.51◦ , 48.0 J). A controller trained with the damping constant β =
500 Nsm−2 will therefore reset the spring stiffness and angle of attack to 1269.6 N/m and 44.51◦
when the internal clock indicates the beginning of a new stride. The spring stiffness and attack
angle will be held constant at these values until tclk reaches the earliest observed touchdown time
(tTclkD = 0.06887 s for a 10 cm step up with β = 500 Nsm−2 ). Late-swing retraction and stiffening are
implemented by interpolating among search results as tclk progresses through previously observed
touchdown times tTclkD . Energy is injected during the stride based on the table of recorded stancephase stiffness trajectories. The observed touchdown time is used to interpolate between rows of
the table so that energy is modified appropriately online without inertial sensing.
Figure 4.11 demonstrates the behavior of the controller as a SLIP model with damping
constant β = 500 Nsm−2 runs over randomly generated terrain (mean: 0 cm, std: 3.5 cm) within
the range yG ∃[−5, 5] cm. Blue diamonds indicate the apex event. Apex information was not
provided to the controller (which relies entirely on the internal tclk ), and is represented here only
for clarity of presentation. Late-swing retraction and stiffening can be observed between each apex
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Figure 4.11: Feedforward running over variable terrain with damping held constant at β =
500 Nsm−2 . Ground height randomly generated with mean 0 cm and std 3.5 cm.
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and the subsequent touchdown event. Stance-phase (shaded) changes in leg angle are entirely
passive, due to the momentum of the body. Changes to spring stiffness during stance are indicative
of energy modulation.
The controller fully adapts to ground height variations within the training region (±10 cm)
in a single stride. In this way an apex height of hA = 47.25 cm (Table 4.2) is preserved above
the most recently encountered terrain. Subsequent changes in ground height are measured relative
to the previous step. For instance, during the first step of Figure 4.11, the model takes a 5 cm
step down (yG = −5 cm). The level of the ground is yG = −3.754 cm during the second step,
constituting a 1.246 cm step up relative to the first stride. The third touchdown occurs at a level
of yG = 5 cm, a step up of 8.754 cm relative to the second stride. As a result, a shorter falling
time, more compliant leg at touchdown, and more shallow attack angle are experienced during the
third stride. More energy is also injected in order to maintain a forward velocity of 5 m/s following
this step up, as evidenced by the greater change in stiffness during the third stand phase. The
fourth stride demonstrates the steeper attack angle, stiffer spring, and smaller energy modulation
associated with a 5.454 cm step down and its longer falling time. The model experienced root mean
square errors (rmse) in velocity and apex height of 5.441 ∗ 10−3 m/s and 0.093 cm over the course
of the simulation.
A physical system running over natural terrain will experience variations in damping to
which controllers must be robust. In order to assess the response of the presented controller to
unexpected damping fluctuations, 100 independent strides were simulated with randomly generated
damping constants (mean: 500, std: 20). In the real world, damping is affected by the deformation
of the ground at the point of contact. Because our model defines touchdown at the moment when
the foot reaches the surface (Equation 3.6) and does not account for surface deformation, variations
were applied to the β term of Equation 4.4 alone. The ground has not been attributed damping
characteristics of its own in this study. The results in Figure 4.12 show that the controller trained
with β = 500 Nsm−2 experiences root mean square stride period errors of approximately 1 ms, submillimeter apex height rmse, and velocity rmse of approximately 0.015 m/s under these conditions.
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Figure 4.12: The relationships between damping constant variation and resulting errors in stride
period, apex height, and forward velocity. Using the system trained with β = 500 Nsm−2 , data was
collected for 100 independent strides on flat ground with randomly generating damping constants
(mean: 500, std: 20).
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Figure 4.13: Feedforward running over randomly generated terrain with randomly generated
damping constants experienced during each stance phase. Ground height: mean 0 cm, std 3.5 cm.
Damping constant: mean 500, std 20.
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Of course, a physical system must be able to take more than a single stride over ground with
variable damping. The system must continue to demonstrate adaptive behavior as it negotiates
uneven terrain with unexpected stride-to-stride damping variation. The performance of the clockdriven controller is demonstrated over randomly generated terrain (yG ∃[−5, 5] cm, mean: 0 cm, std:
3.5 cm) with random damping (mean: 500, std: 20) in Figure 4.13. The terrain map is annotated
with the damping constant imposed upon the system during each stride. Over the course of 10
strides, the model experienced 0.016 m/s velocity rmse and 0.292 cm apex height rmse.
Biased velocity errors can cause the accuracy of clock-based adaptations to degrade over
time. Apex height deviations can be self-corrected during subsequent strides. For example, if
velocity is not significantly affected, a greater than desired apex height will result in a later
touchdown time during the next stride, which will be treated as a step down, canceling out the
error incurred during the previous step. Similarly, lower apex height will result in a shorter falling
time, which will be treated as a step up, causing the controller to increase the following apex height.

4.7

Discussion

It is demonstrated here that clock-driven controls are sufficient for adaptation in the presence of a known damping constant. The controller fails gracefully in the presence of inaccurately
characterized and variable damping. In such environments, the apex height and velocity may drift
over the course of dozens of strides before the system becomes unstable.
It has been shown that with known system damping characteristics, a feedforward controller
can learn the expected losses due to damping as a function of the falling time. Damping in the
terrain is modeled together with internal system damping through a bilinear damping mechanism
in the leg. An offline search is used to predict the effects of multiple damping coefficients over
varying terrain elevations, in addition to the prescribed leg angle and stiffness needed to reach a
desired apex height in a fixed period. This eliminates the need for inertial sensing of the apex event,
which is used by other leg controllers to initiate leg swing and other control processes. Energy is
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added during the stance phase to overcome the expected losses due to damping and to modulate
the system energy in order to maintain a desired velocity.
The damping characteristics of uneven and natural terrain may change from step-to-step,
and it should not be expected that a system can sense or predict these variations in real time.
The internal damping of a system may also change over time as wear and tear occur at points of
motion in the system. This work provided data for the response of the feedforward controller to
unanticipated variations in damping in a single-step case, and on multiple steps as both the system
damping and terrain elevation were modified at each step.
The proposed control paradigm may also benefit systems with access to slow, intermittent,
and/or biased inertial data. The direct, first-order mapping of damping variations to subsequent
stride period, apex height, and velocity deviations (Figure 4.12) indicates that minimal additional
sensing and online computation could enable the system to detect and fully correct the effects of
variable damping. Errors that accumulate due, for example, to damping error or velocity leakage
could be corrected at intervals of several strides. The common trend in search-identified control
trajectories across all trained damping constants suggests that a system with minimal sensory
information could also interpolate smoothly among controllers developed offline to suit a range of
damping conditions, such as a transition from grass to sand. Accurate and stable terrain following
may be maintained while running over surfaces with significantly different physical characteristics.
Clock-based controls may also facilitate the control of multi-pedal systems without inter-leg
communication. Each leg of a running biped – which necessarily has only one leg in stance at a
time – may be driven by an independent instance of the controller. The swing leg may protract
during the half of the stride period during which the opposite leg experiences ground contact.
Currently, the algorithm is susceptible to forward velocity leakage due to integration errors.
Height errors up to ±10 cm can be dissipated in a feedforward way because the controller treats
height error correction as a desired terrain adaptation, but there is currently no mechanism to
attenuate even minor velocity errors, which may potentially grow because of unmodeled damping
characteristics or ground height variations outside of the ±10 cm training region.

Although

algorithms incorporating velocity feedback can easily solve this problem, the authors seek a solution
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truly independent of inertial sensing and may look at feedforward hip torque during stance, modulating the leg damping in a feedforward way to overcome velocity errors, and velocity measurement
through leg odometry.
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CHAPTER 5:
DISCUSSION

5.1

Summary

The contribution of this work is a significant reduction of the amount of time and computational power that must be devoted to gathering sensory information, estimating the state of the
system, and online computation of an appropriate response within the control loop during legged
robotic locomotion. These tasks and the delays they incur are frequently treated as necessary evils
in dynamic, adaptive tasks such as locomotion. The control loop limits the minimum achievable
response time and, subsequently, limits system capabilities such as real time stabilization. The
reduction of the online perceptive and computational burdens therefore represents a significant
contribution to the field. While any mobile system that is to function in the natural world must
perceive and correct for external influences, it was hypothesized that this sensory burden could be
reduced through the study and emulation of similar mechanisms in animal motor control.
Sensory and state estimation delays are incurred before adaptive commands can be calculated by a central controller, and can prevent a system from generating a stabilizing response in
time. In biological locomotion, central pattern generators (CPGs) adapt cyclic motor commands
to external perturbations with local feedback. This exploitation of spacial and temporal locality
allows CPGs to modify motor commands for enhanced stability before the nervous system has time
to relay sensory information to the brain and return with higher-order behavioral updates. The
Force-Thresholded Position (FTP) controller draws on this principle in order to decentralize the
control of legged locomotion. Each leg of a robotic system is able to generate stabilizing responses
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to unforeseen terrain variations while remaining completely independent of the other limbs and
ignorant of any body state information.
In robotics, as in biology, form and function are inseparably interwoven. Physical implementation of FTP in a rigidly constructed quadrupedal prototype drew attention to the importance
of addressing locomotion from both the algorithmic and mechanical perspectives at once. This
experience led to an investigation of the extent to which passive compliance can simplify the control
of legged locomotion.
Physiological studies have shown that many biological systems remain robust to sensory
delays thanks in large part to the passive self-stabilizing mechanical properties of compliant limb
architectures. Control of the swing leg in preparation for touchdown is also a common theme across
legged species which has proven to reduce the burden of stance-phase controls. The dynamics of
Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) models have been studied in order to identify flightphase behaviors that could reduce the sensory requirements of a system in uneven terrain without
sacrificing control of the apex height. Previous works have demonstrated the utility of retraction and
stiffening of the leg during late swing. However, these swing leg controllers required accurate state
estimation and/or identification of the apex event, e.g. through inertial sensing within the control
loop, in order to initiate late swing controls. The present work abolishes this sensory requirement
by developing controllers that preserve a constant stride period. Maintaining a constant interval
between apex events reduces the triggering of late swing behaviors to a timekeeping problem. The
only sensory information that is required is then detection of the touchdown event, which can be
accomplished by a simple switch.
Offline optimization of touchdown conditions reveals late swing retraction and stiffness
trajectories that produce the desired apex and stride period through passive mechanical stance
phase adaptations across a range of ground height variations. A unique mapping between the
magnitude of the ground variation and the time (since the apex) of the touchdown event allows
late swing controls to be formulated as functions of the same internal clock already in place to
count out the stride period. As a result, it becomes possible to achieve planned adaptations – such
as terrain following – in unsensed environments, without inertial or topographical information.
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This represents a significant reduction of the control burden for a running legged system, achieved
through the integration of a compliant limb architecture with model-based predictive controls.
In an energy conservative system like SLIP, apex adaptations are coupled with velocity
fluctuations, which in turn introduce errors into the clock-driven controller. It is necessary to modulate system energy if the apex and velocity are both to be controlled. Thanks to the deterministic
relationships among apex height, velocity, and energy, the magnitude of the energy modulation
required to regulate velocity while achieving a desired apex adjustment can be calculated a priori,
with no need to first sense velocity errors. The apex height adjustment is known as soon as the
ground height variation is known: at the instant of contact. Energy control can then be integrated
into the stance phase without introducing any additional sensory requirements through offline
modeling of system dynamics. In this manner, velocity errors are corrected before they are ever
incurred.
It has been shown in this work that the same predictive control mechanism extends to
bipedal systems without modification to late swing or stance behaviors developed for the monopedal
SLIP model. Here, again, is a significant benefit of decentralization in gait control.
Experiments with rudimentary compliant prototypes served as reminders of the essential
nature of damping in a predictive model of legged locomotion. With a biomimetic bilinear damping
model integrated into the energy modulated controller, it has been shown that the presented
controller is able to adapt to characterized damping influences.
The exact damping forces that will be encountered in natural terrain cannot be easily
predicted. A legged system must be robust to dynamic surface properties. This work demonstrates
that clocked controls learned offline are sufficient for overcoming unexpected, unsensed damping
fluctuations in running SLIP models. The controller is able to maintain terrain following behavior
without information regarding changing surface properties.
In the presence of unpredictable damping influences, the controller experiences a gradual
loss of accuracy over the course of several strides. The first-order, deterministic relationships
between damping variations and subsequent stride errors indicate that minimal additional sensing
and online computation could enable the system to detect and fully correct the effects of variable
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damping. The common trend in control trajectories among the trained damping constants suggests
that a system with sensory information regarding damping variations could interpolate smoothly
among clock-driven controllers developed offline, thereby maintaining accurate and stable terrain
following while running over surfaces with disparate physical characteristics.
It becomes necessary at this point to detect velocity errors. This does not negate the utility
of the predictive controller, but stands as one of its strengths: Rather than inertial sensing and
state estimation within the control loop, the forward velocity can be sensed, for example, once
per stride during flight. The sensed velocity error can then be corrected through energy control
during the following stance phase. Even in environments with unknown damping characteristics,
the predictive controller can take inertial sensing and state estimation out of the control loop where
filtering, signal processing, and perception cause critical delays. The proposed control paradigm
can thus reduce the sensory burden of legged locomotion by several orders of magnitude – from
every iteration of a kilohertz control loop to once or twice per second.
This body of work facilitates the design and control of legged robots capable of running at
high speeds in challenging, natural terrain. Utilization of passive mechanics provides an immediate,
preflexive response to external perturbation and reduces the energetic cost of transportation. The
proposed control architecture improves upon existing state of the art feedforward systems such
as RHex and JennaWalker II by providing precise terrain adaptations and regulating velocity.
Reduction of adaptive running to a clock-driven mechanism also leaves computational resources
available for demanding higher order behaviors, such as human-computer interaction and visual
processing. The present work verifies that offline modeling of dynamics can be used to formulate
a predictive controller with which a bipedal system can run over uneven terrain without interleg
communication or sensory information other than a binary contact sensor and an internal clock.
This reduction of the sensory burden is made possible through consonance in mechanical
design and control. It is thanks to the self-stabilizing passive response of the compliant leg that it
was possible to design a controller capable of forgoing state estimation throughout stance. Future
work therefore lies in the integration of the control paradigm presented here with the design and
physical realization of compliant limb architectures.
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Figure 5.1: A segmented model in RobotBuilder, currently being used to develop a segmented
anchor for the SLIP template.
It is not necessary that these limbs preserve a strict similarity to the SLIP template, only
that they utilize passive compliant mechanisms. The same offline search and formulation of control
trajectories that are developed in this work for SLIP-like models could be applied to the development
of predictive controllers for segmented limbs, for example.

5.2

Future Work: Extension to Physical Systems

The issues experienced in this work with SLIP-like prototypes may be mitigated through
the development of more biomimetic limbs. It may be advantageous to explore the integration of
passive compliant elements with segmented designs such as that in Figure 5.1 in order to bring the
presented controller into the physical world.

5.2.1

A Segmented SLIP Anchor

Limb segmentation may help robots achieve animal-like locomotive capabilities.

SLIP

models are valuable as minimal templates for the study of animal locomotion, but may obscure the
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benefits of segmented limbs. Future directions for the current body of work include the investigation
of predictive control mechanisms with segmented anchors for the SLIP template [93].
Parallel and redundant DoF enable animals fine-tune passive and active adaptations in ways
unavailable to under-actuated or prismatic limbs. Rummel and Seyfarth, for instance, compares the
range of self-stable combinations of stiffnesses and attack angles for a classic SLIP model to those
for a SLIP model anchored with a passive knee [107]. Simulation results show that the segmented
SLIP model is not only stable for a wider range of stiffnesses and attack angles than the classic
SLIP model at the same speeds, but that there are stable choices of stiffness and attack angle at
slower speeds for which no stable solutions exist for the classic SLIP model. The rest angle of the
knee was also investigated, and it was found that a more extended knee – resulting in a straighter
leg – had available to it a wider range of stable stiffness-angle pairs than the segmented model with
a more flexed knee [107]. This broadened solution space enables stable running with less accurate
controls.

5.2.2

Proximo-Distal Control Gradient

Segmentation also distributes work among several joints. Each joint of a multi-DoF limb
can thus be less powerful than if a similar leg were driven by one motor alone. The SLIP-based
prototypes of Chapter 4 had only one actuator each, and were not powerful enough to generate
sufficient lift to protract the leg and begin adaptive swing controls before the next touchdown
event. This may not have been such an issue if the same work had been distributed across multiple
actuators.
Limb segmentation also provides a mechanism for distributing bulky, thrust-producing
actuators and light-weight, passive compliant elements at locations on the limb where they can
best foster performance for the least energetic cost. In other words, segments can be specialized
for specific tasks without hampering overall operation of the limb.
Studies of therian limb kinematics and dynamics have shown that distal and proximal joints
and limb segments exhibit different behaviors during locomotion. The torque patterns and sweep
angles of several therian species were analyzed across a range of gaits. Results indicate that distal
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segments serve to stabilize the body during locomotion. They react more quickly to environmental
perturbations such as surface irregularities and minimize vertical oscillations during locomotion.
Proximal joints and segments, on the other hand, provide primarily propulsive forces [44]. This
proximo-distal control gradient encourages the concentration of the bulk of a limb’s muscle mass
near the body core where it incurs less of an inertial burden [10]. (Think of wearing a backpack
versus equally heavy ankle weights; extra weight is harder to lug around the further it gets from
your core.)
This difference in functionality may explain in part the differences in architecture between
proximal and distal muscles and their integration with tendons. Distal muscles are typically pinnate,
with much more in-series tendon elasticity than their proximal, fusiform neighbors. This enhanced
stretchiness makes distal muscles better suited for dealing with environmental perturbations in an
energy-efficient manner. Proximal muscle architecture, on the other hand, promotes more powerful
joint torques that are less reactive to environmental conditions [10].

5.2.3

Lessons from Independent Offline Optimizations

A segmented anchor for the SLIP template may illuminate control primitives and locomotive
benefits specific to segmented limbs that are obscured by the minimalistic nature of a springmass model. The results of independent offline searches for touchdown conditions in Chapters 3
and 4 demonstrated that the imposition of unnecessary constraints can limit the behaviors that
a controller can achieve. The preservation of a constant stride period while controlling the apex
height, for example, would have been impossible if a constant rate of stiffening had been assumed.
Without the ability to maintain a constant stride period, the system would still require inertial
sensing and state estimation within a high-bandwidth control loop in order to detect the apex event.
It was only by relaxing this common constraint and executing independent searches across a range of
ground height variations that serviceable control trajectories were identified. Similarly, through the
independent offline optimization of touchdown conditions for segmented limbs, principles specific
to segmented locomotion may be identified.
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Figure 5.2: Multi-DoF limbs have more touchdown conditions that must be specified, leading to
higher dimensional offline optimizations.
One of the challenges that will face the offline optimization of segmented limb controls
is the dimensionality of the search space. Each joint in a multi-DoF limb may be modeled as a
passive torsion spring and/or actuated by, for example, series elastic actuators after the fashion of
monoarticular and biarticular musculotendon groups [111]. The stiffness and angle of each DoF at
touchdown must be determined. Compare, for instance, the model in Figure 5.2 to the minimal
SLIP model of Figure 1.1. The rest angles and stiffnesses of the joints must all be carefully
tuned in order to produce the desired passive mechanical response with a compliant multi-DoF
limb. In addition, energy injection becomes much more complex, as the optimal distribution of
work among the joints is a nontrivial matter in and of itself. The offline modeling and predictive
control methodology developed in this work has since been successfully applied to the tuning of
touchdown configurations and the distribution of stance-phase energy injection across 3 parallel
DoF in a segmented limb during vertical hopping [93]. Future work will include the extension of
this predictive control architecture to running over uneven terrain with segmented legs.

5.2.4

Inverse Kinematics for Touchdown Configurations

If one imagines the same ground reaction force applied to the distal end of each leg in
Figure 5.2, it becomes easier to see how the touchdown configuration of a limb has a significant
impact on stability and the distribution of work across the joints. The orientations of segmented
limbs at touchdown greatly influence the passive mechanical response of the limb throughout
stance [11, 19, 33]. Given the dimensionality of these search spaces and the dangers of local
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minima, it may be advantageous to seed – but not constrain – offline searches with touchdown
configurations similar to those observed in running animals limb characteristics (e.g.

length,

segmentation, digiform vs. plantiform configuration, etc.) similar to those of the segmented model.
However, the extrapolation of field observations – even motion capture data – to arbitrary terrain
is a non-trivial machine learning problem. A method for generating dense biomimetic training sets
given sparse and noisy biological data is included in Appendix A.
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Appendix A: Generating Dense Biomimetic Training Sets from Sparse Data

A.1

Abstract

Redundant kinematic chains such as animal-like limbs give rise to intractable inverse kinematics (IK) commonly resolved through the imposition of geometric or dynamic constraints. However, these constraints may prevent robots from realizing the passive dynamic benefits of segmented
limbs observed in nature. The robust stability and energy economy of legged animal locomotion
have been attributed to the complex interplay of many parameters including adaptive stiffness,
compression dynamics, and nonuniform work distribution—all tightly coupled to kinematics. An IK
function learned from the kinematic data of legged animals encapsulates these phenomena without
an a priori understanding of animal motion criteria and their relative impact on kinematics. Such
an IK solution may be used to further investigate these animal locomotion criteria, model biological
systems, and design robots with similar capabilities.
A novel method for generating continuous, closed-form, biomimetic IK solutions from sparse
biological kinematic data is proposed. The method is presented through the derivation of a 3
degree of freedom (DOF) human IK solution from motion capture data and a 4 DOF guinea fowl
solution trained on sparse and noisy kinematic estimates. The joint-space distance (JSD) between
a biological limb configuration and the configuration generated by the resulting IK solution at the
same leg length and angle is used as a performance measure. Comparison with biological stride
data shows that the proposed method generates IK solutions with biomimetic limb configurations
given sparse training sets and in the presence of white noise.

A.2

Introduction

The passive dynamics of biological limbs prove advantageous during locomotion in variable
terrain, where they exhibit enhanced robustness to variations in apex height, touchdown length,
and angle of attack [10, 31, 107, 121]. The variable stiffness of segmented limbs may also play a
key role in legged animals’ locomotive success [31, 41, 53, 121]. However, the intractable inverse
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Figure A.1: 3-DoF human and 4-DoF guinea fowl leg models.
kinematics (IK) that arise when multiple degrees of freedom are linked in parallel deter the design
of kinematically redundant robotic limbs.
The primary problem posed by the IK of biomimetic limbs is how to choose among the
multiple (possibly infinite) end-effector placement solutions of a redundant kinematic chain. Numerical methods such as resolved motion rate control may provide valid limb configurations but are
subject to the effects of Jacobian singularities [120]. Established robotic IK methods have arrived
at closed-form solutions by imposing constraints on the geometry or dynamics of the limb, such
as setting rotational limits on joints or minimizing torques [55]. However, the configuration of the
limb affects not only the torque on each joint but the compressibility of the limb–the amount by
which each joint may flex or extend while adapting to the terrain. Imposed constraints may keep
the system from taking advantage of the passive dynamic benefits of segmented limbs observed in
nature.
The nonuniform manner in which the degrees of freedom of animal limbs respond to
environmental perturbations enhances stability [31, 53]. Physiological study of the kinematics and
dynamics of legged animal locomotion has revealed that there is no one optimization parameter
(or two, or three) that can be singled out as the reason for animal motion patterns. Rather, it has
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become clear that the how and why of animal motion are complex amalgams of many parameters
including but not limited to energy economy, stability, maneuverability, speed, and the material
properties of the musculoskeletal system [3, 10, 19, 30, 54, 107]. Optimizing for any one of these
parameters alone is unlikely to produce biological motion patterns. An IK solution learned directly
from the kinematic data of legged animals yields a mathematical model in which animal motion
phenomena manifest without a priori knowledge of these criteria or their relative influence on limb
kinematics. The resulting IK solution may be used to further investigate the principles of animal
locomotion, model biological systems, and design robots with similar capabilities.
Biomimetic IK solutions pave the way for computational models of segmented limbs that
may be used for the physiological study of legged animal locomotion and/or feed-forward components of robotic limb controllers.
A method is proposed for the development of inverse kinematic (IK) solutions of redundant
legged systems by fitting continuous functions to biological kinematic measurements. A mathematical model of limb kinematics that recreates animal motion patterns may also aid physiological
research regarding the neuromuscular control and passive mechanics behind these kinematics as
well as the effects of altering an animal’s kinematic model. The IK solutions produced by the
proposed method may be integrated into models used to test biological hypotheses and examine
the principles of animal motion.
The proposed IK method is explained step-by-step in Section II. In Section III, the method
is applied in the pursuit of 3-DOF human leg and 4-DOF guinea fowl leg IK solutions. This section
also explores the resilience of the method to sparse and noisy training data. The performance of each
IK solution is evaluated in terms of both end-effector placement error and the joint-space distance
(JSD) between biological and method-generated limb configurations at equivalent leg lengths and
angles, as explained in Section III.
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Figure A.2: Leg length-angle pairs from human jogging motion capture data used to train the
fully-informed human IK neural network.

Figure A.3: Toe placement error of the fully-informed human model’s initial polynomial fitted
surface (left) and the neural network trained on search-corrected surface points (right).
A.3

A Method for the Generation of Continuous, Closed-form, Biomimetic IK
Solutions

The proposed method produces a biomimetic IK function given a discrete, noisy, sparse
dataset through the following steps:
(A) compute forward kinematics of the measured biological joint angles,
(B) apply a first fit to obtain a continuous approximation of the kinematic data,
(C) seed searches for exact IK solutions at discrete intervals across the smooth regression, then
(D) apply a second fit to obtain a continuous IK solution to the search-corrected set.
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Figure A.4: Mean joint kinematics (dashed black) with one standard of deviation (gray) observed
in motion capture data and the output of the fully-informed human IK neural network (solid red)
in response to the leg lengths and angles of these mean configurations.
The method is presented below through the generation of an IK solution for a 3-DOF
sagittal-plane model of the human leg (Fig. A.1).

A.4

Compute Forward Kinematics

Kinematic measurements and Denavit-Hartenberg parameters from legged animal locomotion are required in order to establish a biological ground-truth. Kinematic records of human jogging
have been drawn from the Carnegie Mellon University Graphics Lab Motion Capture Database [72]
in order to develop a biomimetic IK solution for a 3-DOF model of the human leg. The model’s
thigh, shank, and foot segment lengths have been chosen to match those of motion capture subject
#35, whose kinematic data are used for the human models throughout this work. Leg length-angle
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Figure A.5: Mean leg configurations observed in motion capture stride data (solid red) and the
output of the fully-informed human IK neural network (dashed black) in response to the leg lengths
and angles of these mean configurations. The rms joint-space distance (JSD) of the IK neural net
output relative to mean motion capture data (across all leg joints) over the course of a stride is
4.0◦ , with a forward kinematic rms error of 0.96 cm.
pairs (Lleg , θleg ) are associated with each recorded limb configuration θ¯j through forward kinematics
(FK).

A.5

First Fit

Once forward kinematics have been used to find a leg length-angle pairs (Lleg , θleg ) as a
function of each set of recorded joint angles θ¯j , each individual joint’s collection of kinematic records
can be viewed as a sampling of discrete points from a continuous function of Lleg and θleg . Taken
together, a mathematical description of each DOF as function of Lleg and θleg yield the animal’s
IK solution. In order to obtain a continuous approximation of this IK function from kinematic
samples, it is necessary to first remove outliers which may have resulted from noise introduced
during measurement or atypical behavior on the part of the animal, such as stumbling.
A.5.1

Outlier Removal

It is possible that significantly different configurations of a redundant kinematic chain such
as the human leg may lead to the same length-angle pairs. Such conflicts may arise due to errors in
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data collection or the animal’s own kinematic variation. Large discrepancies in the configurations
that produce similar length-angle pairs can negatively impact the approximation of joint angles as
functions of leg length and angle. Therefore, the Mahalanobis distance–a measure of a sample’s
distance from the mean of a dataset in terms of its standard of deviation [77]–is used to identify
recorded limb configurations that are dissimilar from the bulk of the records at near-by leg lengthangle pairs. Such outliers are removed prior to the initial IK regression.
Subject #35’s jogging motion capture clips contain 1608 sets of joint angle measurements,
41 of which are culled as outliers. The remaining 1567 samples produced the leg lengths and angles
shown in Fig. A.2.
A.5.2

Regression

Once outliers have been removed from the kinematic dataset, a continuous surface is fit to
each DOF as a function of leg length and angle. The purpose of this regression is to generate a
continuous mapping across the desired length-angle space, since it is unlikely that training data are
available for every reachable length and angle. For instance, the motion capture data used to train
the human model cover only the leg configurations observed during jogging strides on even ground.
Given a narrow band of stride-specific data, the solution is extended into the desired length-angle
space by fitting a continuous surface to each DOF.
The first fit approximation employed here is a set of fifth-order polynomial surfaces generated by Matlab’s fit() function using the poly55 fit type, which was observed during testing to
offer a tradeoff between accuracy in regions of the leg length-angle space for which kinematic data
is available and overall computational complexity appropriate for this stage of the IK solution. The
nature of any regression will likely introduce its own error into the IK approximation. However,
it is beneficial to avoid overfitting in the presence of noisy measurements. The polynomial fit is
expected to attenuate some of the white noise in the kinematic dataset.
Although this first fit provides a continuous function that may perform well in regions of
the reachable leg length-angle space for which training data are available, the resulting function
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cannot be used as an IK solution directly. Some end-effector placement error is introduced by the
regression at training points that it does not intersect exactly. Even if regression fits the training
data exactly, it may still yield large FK errors in regions of the reachable space devoid of training
data. It is therefore necessary to further process this regression to ensure the accuracy of the
IK solution. In the proposed method, the accuracy of this initial IK approximation is improved
through the search-based correction of a dense sampling of the first fit regression.

A.6

Search-Correct

Error in the first fit means that the joint angles obtained from these surfaces as functions of
the desired leg length and angle no longer provide an accurate FK solution. This error is removed
through direct search on fine-grained samples across all polynomial surfaces at consistent (Lleg , θleg )
coordinates (e.g. at (0.56cm, 1.25◦ ) intervals for the human models presented here). This gradientapproximation search employs the Nelder-Mead simplex method, which is conducive to nonlinear
optimization in multidimensional space [95]. Each sample is used to seed a direct search for joint
angles that produce the expected leg length and angle. The result is a dense, uniformly spaced set
of discrete configurations associated with (Lleg , θleg ) pairs with negligible end effector placement
error despite the sparsity or noisiness of the available kinematic measurements.

A.7

Second Fit

The dense, uniformly spaced set of associations between joint configurations and leg lengthangle pairs resulting from the first fit and direct search steps may be used to fit a high-fidelity
continuous IK function. Because low-order polynomials were found during testing to provide a
poor fit to the search-corrected dataset, a neural network is chosen as the final IK approximation
mechanism.
A neural net with 30 neurons in a single hidden layer is created using Matlab’s nftool
function. The neural net is trained to map (Lleg , θleg ) pairs to search-corrected samples’ θ1:3 . Toe
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Figure A.6: Maximum fully-informed human IK neural net output (dashed black) forward kinematic
error and JSD cases given the leg lengths and angles of mean motion capture stride data (solid
red). Left: maximum kinematic error 2.25 cm at phase 0. Right: maximum JSD 9.7◦ at phase
0.92.
placement errors of the polynomial fitted surface set and trained neural network are shown in
Fig. A.3 as functions of leg length and angle. Note that even though all motion capture data
represented stride-specific leg lengths and angles, the IK neural net exhibits sub-centimeter FK
error for many (Lleg , θleg ) pairs not present in the training set (Fig. A.2).

A.8

Implementation

The proposed IK method is illustrated first through its application to a fully-informed data
set of human jogging data, extracted from recordings available for CMU Subject #35’s jogging
trials, shown in Fig A.2. The method is then applied to a partially-informed data set, similar to
the fully-informed set but with all training data in the [5◦ , 15◦ ] range withheld, as shown in Fig A.7.
Both the FK error and similarity between the generated IK solution and biological data observed
within this range are analyzed. The effects of noisy and sparse training data are examined through
the presentation of a 4-DOF guinea fowl model for which all training data have been collected by
hand with a protractor from sagittal-plane video footage of running guinea fowl.
Each implementation is evaluated in terms of two criteria: (1) the FK accuracy of the IK
solution, i.e. toe-placement error, and (2) the root mean square (rms) joint-space distance (JSD)
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Figure A.7: Leg length-angle pairs from human jogging motion capture data used to train the
partially-informed human IK neural network. All motion capture data within the [5◦ , 15◦ ] leg angle
range is withheld in order to test the method’s resilience to sparse areas in the training space.
between the IK solutions and the mean biological limb configurations at target leg lengths and
angles throughout a stride. The JSD of an IK solution is calculated as
v
uN
uX
JSD = t
(θj,sol − θj,bio )2

(A.1)

j=1

where N is the number of degrees of freedom in the limb, θ̄bio represents the mean limb configuration
from biological kinematic measurements that correspond to the target leg lengh and angle, and
θ̄sol represents the limb configuration output by the IK solution when given the target leg length
and angle as inputs. The rms JSD over the course of a stride is used here as a measure of
biomimicry. The second fit IK solution is given as input the mean leg lengths and angles from
biological kinematic measurements at regular intervals over the course of a stride, and the JSD
of each output configuration is calculated using Eq A.1. The rms JSD of the leg configurations
output by the IK solution over the course of a stride, given mean leg lengths and angles, provides
a quantitative means of evaluating the fidelity of the IK solution to the kinematic trends observed
in biological data.
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Figure A.8: Maximum partially-informed IK neural net output (dashed black) toe placement error
and JSD cases given the leg lengths and angles of mean motion capture stride data (solid red).
Left: toe placement error 2.32 cm at phase 0.48. Right: JSD 8.1◦ at phase 0.55.
A.9

Human Model, Fully Informed

The output of the fully-informed human IK solution is compared to mean motion capture
data averaged over nine distinct strides (Fig. A.4). When mean leg length and angle pairs (Lleg , θleg )
are input into the neural network during the second fit stage, the resulting joint angle sets (θ1:3 in
Fig A.1) differed from mean motion capture kinematics by root mean square (rms) deviations of
1.5◦ in the hip (θ1 ) and 2.6◦ in the both the knee (θ2 ) and ankle (θ3 ). This corresponds to a rms
JSD of 4.0◦ for the entire leg (Eq A.1). The observation that the neural net provides a better IK
approximation of the hip than of the knee and ankle may be explained by the heightened kinematic
and dynamic variability of distal joints, as discussed in [30]. Over the course of a stride, neural net
output had a forward kinematic rms error of 0.96 cm. Limb configurations output by the neural
network, superimposed on mean motion capture configurations, are shown for 10 discrete stride
phases in Fig. A.5. Phase 0 is defined here as the beginning of leg retraction, the point in time
at which the foot begins to swing backward, typically observed shortly before touchdown [113].
Close-ups of the maximal toe placement error (2.25 cm at phase 0) and JSD (9.7◦ at phase 0.92,
during late swing protraction) cases are shown in Fig. A.6.
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A.10

Human Model, Partially Informed

The resilience of the method to incomplete training data is investigated by repeating the
human IK generation process for a partial dataset. All kinematic data that produced leg angles
between 5◦ and 15◦ are withheld, leaving the 1362 samples shown in Fig. A.7. These data generally
correspond to the late swing and early stance leg configurations.
The polynomial fit, direct search, and neural network training steps are carried out just
as for the fully-informed human IK model. The partially-informed first fit polynomial surface set
displayed degraded toe placement in the θleg = [5◦ , 15◦ ] range. Direct search corrects this error,
and the resulting neural network displays errors equivalent to those of the fully-informed human
IK solution within this untrained region.
After training, the output of the partially-informed second fit is compared to mean motion
capture data, averaged over the same nine distinct strides as before. When mean (Lleg , θleg ) pairs
are passed to the neural network, the resulting joint angle sets θ1:3 differed from mean motion
capture kinematics by a rms JSD of 4.1◦ , only 0.1◦ more than the fully-informed IK network. A
joint-wise gradient in the rms deviation of neural network output with respect to mean motion
capture kinematics is observed (1.3◦ in the hip, 2.4◦ in the knee, and 3.0◦ in the ankle), similar to
the fully-informed human IK network.
Over the course of a stride, the second fit had a forward kinematic rms error of 1.15 cm. The
maximal toe placement error (2.32 cm at phase 48) and JSD (8.1◦ at phase 0.55) cases appeared
near the end of stance rather than in the range of withheld kinematic data, as shown in Fig. A.8.
The polynomial fit and direct search steps are able to provide biomimetic IK solutions within the
missing data range. The observed error is an artifact of the neural network approximation.

A.11

Guinea Fowl Model

The IK method is next applied to a guinea fowl model using joint angles measured by hand
from sagittal-plane video footage of guinea fowl running in uneven and level terrain [30, 33]. The
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Figure A.9: Leg length-angle pairs from guinea fowl running data used to train the IK neural
network.

Figure A.10: Toe placement error of the guinea fowl model’s initial polynomial fitted surface (left)
and the neural network trained on search-corrected surface points (right).
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Figure A.11: Mean joint kinematics (solid red) observed in motion capture data during stance and
the output of the guinea fowl IK neural network (dashed black) in response to the leg lengths and
angles of mean motion capture configurations.
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Figure A.12: Mean leg configurations observed in motion capture stance data (solid red) and the
output of the guinea fowl IK neural network (dashed black) in response to the leg lengths and
angles of these mean configurations. The joint-space rms error of the IK neural net output relative
to mean motion capture data over the course of a stride is 19.7◦ .
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Figure A.13: Maximum guinea fowl IK neural net output (dashed black) toe placement error and
JSD cases given the leg lengths and angles of mean guinea fowl motion capture stance data (solid
red). Toe placement error: 3.26 cm. JSD: 52.5◦ . Both occurred at stance phase 0.91.
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uneven terrain allowed for more varied training space coverage than the human motion capture
dataset, which represented only the kinematics of normal jogging strides without any intermediate
leg length-angle pairs. However, the kinematic data collection method (holding a protractor up to
the screen and estimating joint angles) likely introduced significant error. The result is a sparse,
noisy dataset of 91 samples–compared to the human motion capture dataset’s 1608 samples–14 of
are culled as outliers, leaving a training set of only 77 samples (Fig. A.9).
It should be noted that while all human motion capture data came from the same subject,
training data for the guinea fowl model have been collected from several different guinea fowl. The
model presented here is designed using the mean segment lengths of all guinea fowl, as presented
in [30] and [33]. Kinematic variations among individuals due to differences in morphology or
neuromuscular control may affect the quality of the trained IK solution. In addition, only stance
phase motion capture data are available for use during validation. Therefore, in the following
analysis, stance phases 0 and 1 correspond to touchdown and liftoff, respectively, and no stride
phases are shown during which the leg is in swing.
Leg geometry represents another fundamental difference between the guinea fowl and human
IK problems. With its digitiform limb posture, the guinea fowl’s tarsometatarsophalangeal (TMP)
joint constitutes a fourth significant degree of freedom [19, 30]. Humans are plantiform, and the
toe is commonly disregarded in kinematic analysis, resulting in a 3-DOF limb model in the sagittal
plane consisting of the hip, knee and ankle only [19, 53, 56].
A fifth-degree polynomial surface is fit to the angles of each DOF (θ1:4 in Fig A.1) as
a function of leg length and angle, (Lleg , θleg ). Direct search is then run on samples spaced at
(0.1cm, 1.0◦ ) intervals across the (Lleg , θleg ) plane. Corrected sample points are then used to train
a 30-neuron network with one hidden layer, using (Lleg , θleg ) pairs as inputs and the corresponding
corrected θ1:4 samples as targets. Forward kinematic (toe placement) errors of the polynomial
surface set and the neural network are shown in Fig. A.10 as functions of leg length and angle. One
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of the advantages of the neural network is its adherence to search-corrected samples even at the
fringes of the (Lleg , θleg ) space.
The guinea fowl IK neural network exhibits toe placement errors comparable to those of
the human models, which were given significantly more kinematic training data. However, biased
noise in data collection had an observable impact on the IK solution’s similarity to biological
kinematics.When compared to the mean motion capture data of guinea fowl running on a level
surface (presented in [33] and [30]), the IK neural network showed larger deviations from biological
joint angles (Fig. A.11) than both motion capture-trained human IK solutions, although the
resulting leg lengths and angles closely matched those of mean motion capture data (Fig. A.12). A
significant departure from guinea fowl motion capture data manifests near the end of stance, just
before liftoff, as shown in Figs. A.12 and A.13. This is most likely the combined effect of biased
noise introduced during data collection (in which joint angles tended to be rounded to the nearest
multiple of 5◦ ) and the varied kinematics observed among several unique fowl in uneven terrain.
The IK second fit exhibited a forward kinematic rms error of 1.18 cm when given as input
the leg lengths and angles of mean motion capture data for a guinea fowl stride on level ground.
JSDs between IK neural net output and mean motion capture data are consistent across the hip,
knee and ankle joints (rms deviations of 6.2◦ , 8.2◦ , and 6.1◦ , respectively), but much higher in the
TMP joint (rms deviation of 15.6◦ ). This is likely the result of nonuniform noise in the kinematic
dataset, which may be more significant for the TMP than other joints due to its small size and
the difficulty of measuring it by hand. The rms JSD of the entire 4-DOF configuration output by
the trained IK neural net throughout a stride is 19.7◦ relative to mean guinea fowl motion capture
data.

A.12

Conclusion

Comparison of the fully-informed human IK solution to mean motion capture data confirms
that the proposed method produces biomimetic IK solutions when given accurate kinematic data.
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Motion capture systems provide dense, low-error records of joint angles: a boon to the
proposed method of IK generation. However, smoothing measurements and correcting fit errors
through direct search before neural net training makes the resulting solution resilient to sparse and
noisy data collection. The fidelity of the partially-informed human IK network to mean motion
capture data within the [5◦ , 15◦ ] leg angle range of withheld kinematic data demonstrates the
method’s ability to preserve biomimicry across sparse areas of the training space.
The low forward kinematic error of the 4-DOF guinea fowl IK solution developed from
hand-measured joint angles suggests that the method may provide an appropriate IK solution for
the feed-forward component of a robotic limb controller even when the kinematic training data
are extremely sparse and noisy. However, joint-space discrepancies between neural network output
and motion capture data suggest that true biomimicry requires accurate data collection. It may
be possible to mitigate joint-space deviations by refitting the polynomial IK approximation after
weighting biological data in observed areas of poor performance, and/or withholding biased training
data. In the worst cases, additional kinematic samples may be required in order to reinforce the
biological solution during regression.
The observation that each neural network developed here provides a better IK approximation of proximal than of distal joints may be explained by the heightened kinematic and dynamic
variability of distal joints, as discussed in [30].

A.13

Future Work

Biomimetic IK solutions may contribute to the development of a segmented anchor for
the SLIP template. The resulting IK solutions may be employed in a search for torsional spring
stiffnesses with which segmented models reproduce the center-of-mass (CoM) trajectories of springloaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) models of animal running.
Passive segmented models that use biomimetic IK may also facilitate the study of animal
preflex and joint compliance. A deeper understanding of biological passive stabilization strategies
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could directly benefit the robotics community by identifying mechanical design principles that
alleviate the control burden of legged locomotion.
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